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Abstract—Recent sophistication of cyber attacks targeting
organizations such as companies, governments, and so on, have
made the complete protection of our network very difficult.
However, with the conventional measures including intrusion
detection systems or firewalls, our network is not completely
safe from intrusion because the dedicated malwares can slip
through such measures. Thus, the separated network is one of
the most effective countermeasures. In the separated network, an
organization’s internal network is divided into multiple segments,
and fine access control among separated segments is conducted.
To support a separated network construction, an automated
ACL generation system has been previously proposed because
the separated network is difficult to construct. However, this
method focuses on the business continuity of the organization,
and ACL will unconditionally permit the communication of a
section where traffic is observed to maintain business continuity.
Therefore, we have proposed a communication classifying system
to judge the necessity of communication and its protocol by a
two-step investigation. First, the system judges the consistency of
the communication permitted by conventional systems. Second,
if inconsistent communication is detected, the system judges the
validity of the communication by checking the waiting state
of its destination terminal. However, the system misjudges the
necessity of communication in several conditions. In this paper,
to resolve the misjudgment of the conventional communication
classifying system, we improve it to conduct statistical analysis
as a third investigation. In the experiment, the proposed system
detected and terminated unintended communication between
clients and servers. Thus, the proposed system outperformed the
conventional communication classifying system.

Keywords—Targeted Attacks; Network Separation; Access Con-
trol; Statistical Analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper is follow up of our previous paper “An Evalua-
tion on Feasibility of a Communication Classifying System”
already published in the proceedings of SECURWARE 2019
[1].

Recently, cyber attacks targeting organizations such as
specific companies or governments have frequently occurred.
Such attacks are called targeted attacks, and attackers have spe-
cific purposes, e.g., information theft and sabotage activities.
In contrast to conventional indiscriminate attacks committed
for the fun of a solo attacker, targeted attacks are conducted
by multiple attackers belonging to well-funded crime groups

for money making. In order to reach the goal of the attack,
attackers use sophisticated methods and continue the attack
persistently. For example, they carefully investigate the target
and prepare dedicated malwares against the target including
zero-day attacks.

Generally, organizations have applied several cybersecurity
measures. For example, firewalls and intrusion detection sys-
tems are located on the border between the internet and the
internal network to prevent intrusion by malwares. In many
cases, such countermeasures use pattern matching technology
with known malicious information and probably cannot detect
unknown attacks such as zero-day attacks. Therefore, when
sophisticated attacks slip through these countermeasures, we
cannot prevent their invasion.

Therefore, the sophistication of cyber attacks has made
it very difficult to protect our network from the intrusion
of malwares completely. Against such a situation, recent
countermeasures have been focusing on after the intrusion of
malwares. The goal of such countermeasures is the mitigation
of damages by the attacks, e.g., preventing information leakage
and ceasing file destruction activities [2].

A separated network is one of the effective countermeasures
[3], and our research has been focusing on it. It divides the
organization’s internal network into multiple segments and
performs fine access control among the divided segments.
In the conventional network structure, only a single segment
without any access control is deployed, that is, all terminals are
connected to the segment, and they can directly communicate
with all others. In contrast to such a traditional structure,
the separated network restricts communication in the inter-
nal network, and we can prevent unintended communication
caused by malwares, e.g., lateral movement. In addition, when
we detect malwares, it can minimize the harmful effect on
business continuity because we can isolate only the infected
segment or terminals.

It is difficult to construct and maintain the separated network
because the border among segments and its access controls
must be determined using various information concerning
networks, human resources, business contents, and so on.
Moreover, the change in human resources or business contents
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should be followed to maintain access control. Therefore, the
separated network is not cost-effective, and many organiza-
tions still use traditional structures in the internal network.

In our earlier work, we proposed several systems to solve
such problems and to support constructing a separated net-
work. In our research, we assume a general organization’s
network is divided into several segments based on the depart-
ment. Our goal is to construct a separated network by applying
fine access controls permitting only necessary communication
to network equipment that is the border of each segment. A
necessary communication is defined as legitimate communi-
cation required for the works of users. For example, when a
user needs to access the file in server A, the communication
between the user and server A is defined as necessary. On the
other hand, when a user never uses server B, the communica-
tion between the user and server B is defined as unnecessary.

An automated ACL generation system is our first work [4],
and the system generates ACL automatically based on the
user’s access authority against files or directories in the servers
and on existing communication in the network. We call this
system “AAGS (Automated ACL Generation System)” in this
paper. Although it reduces the burden of separated network
construction by the administrators, the generated ACL allows
overly permission and prohibition of the communication.

AAGS may permit several unnecessary communications. To
avoid such overly permission, we need a detailed judgment
method for the necessity of communication. Thus, we pro-
posed a communication classifying system [5] to avoid overly
permission. In this paper, we call the system a Communication
Classifying System “(CCS)”. The system carefully investigates
existing communication and evaluates the consistency and the
validity of the observed communication by checking the state
of its destination terminal.

Here, we improved and implemented the CCS, and we
verified its feasibility in our experimental network [1]. As a
result of the experiment, we found several problems. These
problems make CCS misjudge the necessity of communication
in several cases.

Moreover, we improve the CCS to conduct a three-step
investigation for verification of communication necessity. We
deploy a statistical analysis for the third investigation to
solve the problem of the CCS. Therefore, we implemented
an extended CCS and experiment to evaluate the feasibility of
the system.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section
II, we introduce researches against targeted attacks and related
works. Section III presents the proposal system. The imple-
mentation of the proposed system explained in Section IV. In
Section V, we describe the evaluation of the proposal system.
Finally, we conclude this paper in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORKS

In this section, we introduce related works for mitigating
targeted cyber attacks and our previous research.

A. Research for Preventing Malware Activities

Many researchers have done several works to prevent+
malware activities in internal networks. Alessandro et al.
proposed a method for modeling communication patterns of
malwares that perform lateral movement [6]. However, it is
not cost-effective to employ this method because we need to
install a communication analysis tool on all terminals in the
network. In the separated network, the spread of infection can
be suppressed without installing special tools on the terminal
because the ACL limits the communication area of malwares.

Also, several methods to construct the separated network
have been widely studied. Watanabe et al. proposed a VLAN
(Virtual Local Area Network) configuration method [7]. This
method monitors traffic in the network and generates a network
design using the monitoring information. When a certain
amount of traffic exceeding the threshold among terminals is
observed, a new VLAN concerning the terminals is generated.
Because the terminals are frequently communicating with each
other, it is effective from the viewpoint of the amount of traffic
volume. However, if the VLAN is generated, the infected
terminal is in the VLAN, it cannot prevent malware activities
in that VLAN. According to [8] [9] [10] in supporting VLAN
construction, the works do not pay attention to constructing
moderate access controls among VLANs because such works
only focus on the network efficiency. Besides the above
researches, several products, e.g., “VLAN.Config” [11], for
constructing VLAN automatically are difficult to generate
ACL for the constructed network.

On the other hand, some researchers focus on the segmen-
tation of the internal network for security measures. Mujib
et al. constructed a micro-segmentation environment by using
Cisco Application Centric Infrastructure (ACI) and evaluated
the effectiveness of micro-segmentation against cyber attacks
[12]. The result shows that the micro-segmentation is effec-
tive against cyber attacks. However, it is not shown what
criteria should be used to construct micro-segmentation in
a real environment network. Wagner et al. proposed a semi-
automated network segmentation construction method in [13].
Moreover, in [14], they proposed a fully-automated network
segmentation generation method focusing on security, cost,
mission performance. Their proposals are effective methods
for constructing a segmented network, however, their methods
are based on simulation using network environmental data and
attack threat data. The preparation of such data is not cost-
effective. Our method is more effective from the viewpoint
of cost and user convenience because it is based on the real
network traffic data and coordinates the access control to the
user’s real traffic.

From the viewpoint of traffic investigation of the internal
network, there are many researches for malware activity de-
tection [15] [16]. However, recently the encryption of com-
munication is often conducted, and malwares also encrypt
their communication for avoiding detection. There are many
researches for decryption of communication for detecting mal-
ware communication [17], however, it includes the problem
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of privacy. In our research, the proposed system can treat
observed traffic regardless it is encrypted or not.

B. Automated ACL Generation System (AAGS)

This research focuses on the separated network, and we
proposed several systems that support the separated network
construction. An AAGS [4] evaluates the necessity of commu-
nication sections based on two criteria, i.e., access authority
of a user to files or directories in servers and existing com-
munication in an internal network.

Generally, the access authority of files or directories is
strictly managed. For example, although all members can
access public information, confidential information is managed
for access by the only concerned person(s). Thus, the commu-
nication section between a user and a server is unnecessary if
the user has no access authority to all files and directories
in the server. Many organizations apply directory service for
managing access authority, therefore, the system gathers infor-
mation on access authorities by analyzing the information in
the directory server in a network and evaluates the necessity of
communication sections. By using the result of the evaluation,
AAGS generates ACL automatically.

However, there are various types of necessary communica-
tion in a network except for file access communication. The
system judges such legitimate communication as unnecessary
if it evaluates based only on file access authority. To avoid such
a situation and secure business continuity, AAGS analyzes the
mirrored packets of the internal network. Before applying the
ACL generated based on file access authorities, the system
revises it by using mirrored packets. Even if communication
was previously judged as unnecessary, its new observation
calls reevaluation, and the communication is judged as nec-
essary. Based on the judgment, the system regenerates ACL
to permit all of the necessary communication sections. Thus,
AAGS supports us to construct the separated network easily
by applying the generated ACL.

C. Problems of the AAGS

Although AAGS can reduce the burden of administrators in
constructing or managing the separated network, the generated
ACL is not properly described because of the following two
reasons.

First, AAGS judges all communications observed in the
network as necessary even if they occur unintentionally, and it
permits all of such communications. Therefore, generated ACL
may include overly permission of unnecessary communication
sections.

Second, the ACL only is based on the pair of source and
destination IP addresses. Once the system judged the commu-
nication section to be allowed, all communication protocols
on the pair are permitted.

III. COMMUNICATION CLASSIFYING SYSTEM (CCS)

To solve the problems of AAGS, we proposed a CCS [5]
that improves the preciseness of ACL generated by AAGS.

A. System Overview
Previously, we made CCS conduct a two-step investigation.

First, CCS investigates the consistency between the com-
munication observed in the network and the reason AAGS
permitted such communication section, i.e., user’s file access
authority or communication observation. When the observed
communication does not relate to file sharing even though the
file access authority is the reason permitting the communica-
tion section, such communication does not have consistency.
If a communication lacks consistency, CCS performs the
additional investigation. Because a legitimate communication
assumes that its destination terminals listen to the appropriate
port, the system performs a port scan to identify the listening
port and then analyzes the correlation between the observed
communication protocols and listening ports of destination
terminals.

These investigations make CCS possible to detect illegal
communication. Finally, the system generates a new ACL
described by the sets of source and destination IP addresses
and destination port to permit only legitimate communication
and prohibiting unnecessary communication.

However, we noticed that the CCS makes misjudgments in
several conditions. For example, the previous experiment made
a client conduct illegal SMB communication to a file server.
Although the client has no access authority to the server, CCS
judged such communication as necessary. CCS judged such
communication as necessary. Such misjudgments occur in the
condition that a destination server provides the same service
as illegal communication for specific users. For example, as
shown in Figure 1, we assume a case that the server provides
web services against only regular staff excluding part-time
staff by using the authentication function. In this time, the
server listens 80/tcp port for using the HTTP protocol. If a
part-time staff accidentally communicates with the server via
the HTTP protocol, the web service cannot be used because
this server cannot be authenticated. In other words, this
accidentally occurred communication is an unnecessary one.
However, CCS verified such communication as a necessary
one as the destination server opens the corresponding service
port of the communication.

Regular Staff

Part-time Staff

✔

80/tcp
Listen

Basic Authentication

Regular Staff : Authorized

Part-time Staff : No Authority

Web Server

Failure

Fig. 1. Example of a condition in which judgment fails.

Moreover, this paper extends the CCS to conduct a three-
step investigation by combining the conventional methods and
the new statistical judgment method.
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B. Assumption in CCS

We proposed CCS to complement our previous AAGS.
CCS assumes that the network is roughly divided into several
segments, and ACL generated by AAGS is applied to the
network. The applied ACL is stored in a database (ACL DB)
by AAGS.

ACL DB is extended by adding three new columns. First,
we added “Permitted Reason” to register the reason why the
communication is permitted, i.e., directory service informa-
tion, or/and communication analysis. AAGS uses the extended
versions of DB so that the ACL describes permitted com-
munication sections, e.g., source IP addresses, destination IP
addresses, and Permitted Reason. The remaining two columns
are “Destination Port” and “Status”. However, AAGS ignores
these two columns as empty fields.

When CCS analyzes the communication section, it registers
“analyzed” to the Status field of such a communication section.
If there is only one record for the pair of source IP address
and destination IP address, and such a record’s Status field is
empty, it is the first time for the proposed system to analyze
that communication section. If “analyzed” has been registered
to the Status field of a communication section, CCS omits the
analysis of the communication section.

In addition to the above case where AAGS or CCS per-
mitted the communication section, we assume the other case
that different ways permit the communication section. For
example, an administrator can permit any protocols man-
ually. Furthermore, the research “Dynamic Access Control
System” [18] associates with CCS to permit communication
overly prohibited by AAGS. In these cases, the permitted
communication section has not yet been analyzed by CCS.
To distinguish the not analyzed communication, CCS assumes
that “not analyzed” is registered to Status filed of the commu-
nication section not permitted by AAGS or CCS. If the Status
field is “not analyzed”, CCS analyzes the communication
protocols in the section.

In this paper, to simplify the discussion, we assume that
all terminals are statically assigned IP addresses, and such
assignment information is managed in a directory server. How-
ever, our method can be easily applied to the environments
that employ dynamically IP address assignment methods, e.g.,
DHCP. We can control the connected device’s communica-
tion by identifying the device’s user with any authentication
method, e.g., IEEE 802.1X. For example, we can assign the
appropriate VLAN that the user should belong to, or update
ACL based on the assigned IP address.

C. The architecture of CCS

Figure 2 shows the architecture of CCS. The system consists
of six modules and the extended database in the AAGS. The
details of each module are described below.

1) Traffic Collector: This module receives all mirrored
packets generated in the internal network. This paper assumes
that the collection period of mirrored packets for investigation
is statically defined in advance, e.g., 1 day, 1 hour, 10 minutes,
and so on. After mirrored packets collection, the module
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Fig. 2. The architecture of a communication classifying system.

generates a list of packet information including sets of source
IP address, destination IP address, and destination port from
the collected packet. The generated list of packet information
is sent to the Consistency Judgment module.

2) Consistency Judgment: First, when a list of packet
information is received, this module searches ACL DB records
for each communication section by specifying each pair of
source and destination IP addresses. When the status field
is empty, the Consistency Judgment module analyzes all
protocols captured in that communication section.

After extracting the subject of the communication for
investigation, the Consistency Judgment module judges the
consistency of such communication. The module finds the
permitted reason for such communication by checking ACL
DB. As shown in Table I, there are six combinations of a
collected packet and communication reasons. In the table,
CA denotes communication analysis. Because AAGS checks
the necessity of the file-sharing communication by using a
Directory Service Information (DSI), the Consistency Judg-
ment module classifies the captured communication as SMB
protocol or Other Protocols. In this paper, we assume that only
SMB is used as a file-sharing communication protocol. SMB
uses multiple ports and protocols, e.g., 139/tcp and 445/tcp.
To simplify the discussion, we express these sets of all ports
by using the term “SMB protocol”.

TABLE I
COMBINATIONS OF PERMITTED REASON AND COLLECTED

PACKET.

Collected Packet Permitted Reason
DSI DSI+CA CA

SMB 1 2 3
Other Protocol 4 5 6

For the SMB protocol, combinations 1 and 2 of Table I have
consistency. To permit these communications, the Consistency
Judgment module sends this Packet Information to the Check
List Generator module. On the other hand, communication
lacks consistency in combination 3 because communication
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of SMB protocol was observed even if there was no access
authority by DSI. However, file sharing may be conducted
among user’s terminals directly without management by the
directory server. In order not to prohibit such communication,
the Consistency Judgment module sends this Packet Informa-
tion to the DPort Analysis module for further verification.

Apart from SMB, only combination 4 lacks consistency in
other protocols. The Packet Information of such communi-
cation is sent to the Checklist Generator module to prohibit
such communication. Though combinations 5 and 6 have
consistency, the module cannot determine the sameness of
the communication protocol collected by the Traffic Collector
and AAGS. The Packet Information of such communication is
sent to the DPort Analysis module, which conducts a detailed
investigation.

3) DPort Analysis: This module analyzes the normality
of communication. We assume that the destination terminal
listens to the correct port of service for communication. In
such an assumption, the module judges the normality of
communication using the current stand-by states of destination
terminals. There are several ways to specify the listening ports
of terminals. Thus, we adopt port-scanning against destination
terminals in this paper.

Based on the result of port-scanning, when the destination
port of communication listened to the destination terminal,
the DPort Analysis verifies that communication is necessary.
When the judgment result is necessary, Packet Information and
the result are sent to the Abnormal Communication Identifier
module.

On the other hand, if the destination port is blocked, the
communication is judged as unnecessary. Thus, the judgment
result is sent to the Checklist Generator module with its packet
information.

4) Abnormal Communication Identifier: Abnormal Com-
munication Identifier module finds out abnormal commu-
nication from the Packet Information judged as necessary
communication by the DPort Analysis module. In this paper,
we define abnormal communication as the unintentional user’s
communication against a server that provides service for
limited users.

To find the abnormal communication, we use statistical
analysis. The module receives a list of packet information from
the Traffic Collector module and stores it. Against the stored
information, the module statistical analysis and finds abnormal
communication.

As a basic idea, we assume that abnormal communication is
extremely less than legitimate communication. For example,
as shown in Figure 3, there is a web server that is utilized
for managers. Here, communication via HTTP protocol is
allowed between the server and the managers. On the other
hand, communication accidentally conducted by part-time
staff is very few compared to legitimate communication. The
difference in the amount of communication between legitimate
and anomalous communication can make a significant differ-
ence. Therefore, we intend to judge such very few volume
communications as abnormal communication.
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Fig. 3. The basic assumption of statistical analysis.

However, such a tendency of the communication volume
depends on the communication protocol. When the web server
shown in Figure 3 provides SSH for the system managing
section, a lot of SSH, different from HTTP communication,
is conducted only between the web server and the managing
section.

From the viewpoint of this idea, we classify the communi-
cation based on the destination IP address and port number.
When the Abnormal Communication Identifier receives the
packet information to be verified from the DPort Analysis
module, it extracts all the packet information with the same
destination IP address and destination port number as the
packet information to be verified. The module also counts
the number of packets for each source IP address from all
extracted packet information. We utilize these counted number
of packets as data for statistical analysis.

Because various communication is allowed in the organi-
zation’s network, and traffic volume depends on the com-
munication content, we assumed that the data might contain
an extremely large or small value. For such data, it is not
appropriate to use non-robust statistics such as mean and
standard deviation. In this paper, we adopt an outlier test
using a quartile and an interquartile range (IQR) to consider
robustness because a quartile and IQR are less affected by the
size of the data values.

A quartile is a quantile dividing the data sorted in ascending
order of value into four equal parts. The second quartile (Q2)
is the median, and it divides data into two equal parts. The first
quartile (Q1) is the median of data smaller than Q2. It divides
whole data into the lowest 25%. The third quartile (Q3) is the
median of data bigger than Q2. It divides whole data into the
lowest 75%. By using Q1 and Q3, we obtain IQR.

IQR = Q3 −Q1 (1)
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By using a quartile and IQR, we set a threshold for the
outlier test. In this paper, we apply a report of the tabulating
statistical survey [19]. In [19], Noro and Wada pointed out that
we can properly detect the outlier by using a threshold based
on quartile and IQR even when the data does not follow a
normal distribution. They used equation (2) for setting a lower
limit of an appropriate range of data.

L = Q1 − 1.724× IQR (2)

However, the number “1.724” in the equation can be arbi-
trarily set according to the length of the tail of the distribution
of the actual data. For simplicity of discussion, this section
follows [19] and uses “1.724” without change.

In the communication data including extremely large or
small values, IQR becomes so large that equation (2) cannot
derive the threshold correctly. To solve such a problem, we
convert all data in logarithm with base e in advance.

Because a threshold that shows a negative value cannot be
properly treated, it is replaced with a positive value using
an exponential conversion. Therefore, we earn a threshold by
using equation (3) shown below.

Threshold =

{
L (L >= 0)

eL (otherwise)
(3)

The Abnormal Communication Identifier module deter-
mines the communication is abnormal if the count is less
than the threshold. If the abnormal communication is detected,
the judgment result of this communication is changed as
unnecessary. Finally, the results and Packet Information are
sent to the Checklist Generator module.

5) Checklist Generator: This module receives the packet
information and judgment results from the Consistency Judg-
ment module or DPort Analysis module. The Checklist Gen-
erator module combines the packet information and analysis
results and generates a checklist from this information for ad-
ministrators. The generated checklist of the packet information
is sent to the Management Monitor module.

6) Management Monitor: Lists of the packet information
and judgment results are sent from the Checklist Generator
module to the Management Monitor module. This module
presents the received lists to the administrators. Administrators
check the list and authorize the permission or prohibition of the
communication section. Finally, the module updates the ACL
DB to register the authorized packet information as “analyzed”
value in the status field. After updating the ACL DB, the ACL
Applier in AAGS applies it to the network.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM

This section describes the implementation of the proposed
system. The basic structure of the modules and the data flow
among modules are shown in Figure 4. In the proposed sys-
tem, the Traffic Collector module, the Consistency Judgment
module, the DPort Analysis module, and the Abnormal Com-
munication Identifier module run as batch processing written

with Python. The list of observed packet information, in which
the Abnormal Communication Identifier stores designed using
MySQL database [20]. We adopt Node.js [21] as a Web server
including the Checklist Generator module and the Manage-
ment Monitor. Also, we designed an API server by using
FastAPI [22] for smooth data exchanges between each module
and the ACL DB or between the Abnormal Communication
Identifier module and the list of packet information.

In this paper, we implemented ACL DB and ACL Applier
that are included in AAGS. In addition to the list of packet
information, we used MySQL for ACL DB. By using the
Software Designed Networking (SDN) technique, we realized
the ACL applier. We assume that Open vSwitch [23] (OvS)
is used as a network switch, and we adopted Trema [24] as
the SDN controller that instructs the OvS to control packets
in the network.

Moreover, all of these modules run on Docker [25], which
manages applications using a container type virtual environ-
ment.
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Fig. 4. System configuration diagram.

A. Traffic Collector

This module receives mirrored packets from the OvS and
generates a list of packet information. We configure the OvS
in advance to generate mirrors of all packets in the network
and send them to the Traffic Collector. The Traffic Collector
executes the tcpdump command and captures all of the
mirrored packets sent from OvS for a collection period. In
the experiment mentioned in Section V, we set a collection
period as 1 hour or 30 minutes or 10 minutes.

The captured packets are saved as pcap files, and this mod-
ule extracted sets of source IP address, destination IP address,
and destination port for each packet from the saved pcap file
by using dpkt [26], which is a module of Python. Finally, this
module sends the extracted set as packet information to the
Consistency Judgment module and Abnormal Communication
Identifier module.
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B. Consistency Judgment

After receiving the list of packet information, this module
sends a request to the API server to search the record of the
communication section in the ACL DB corresponding to each
packet information. This module also checks the destination
ports of each packet information and classifies them into SMB
or other ports.

Further, the module compares such destination ports and
the result of the record search, and it judges the consistency
of the communication. When the module decides whether
the observed communication is necessary or not, it sends the
packet information of that communication section with the
judgment results to the Checklist Generator module. On the
other hand, if the module determines that the detailed analysis
is necessary, it sends the packet information to the DPort
Analysis module.

C. DPort Analysis

This module judges the normality of the communication
included in packet information sent from the Consistency
Judgment module. To assess the listening ports of destination
terminals, it uses the nmap command. Here, we use the -S
optional command of nmap to spoof the source IP address of
the observed communication.

Based on the results of nmap, if the proper service port of
packet information is listening at the destination terminal, the
module judges this communication as rightful and necessary.
Otherwise, the communication is judged as unnecessary.

Moreover, if DPort Analysis determines the communication
as unnecessary, the module sends the packet information
and its judgment results to the Checklist Generator module,
otherwise, communication is judged as necessary. Further, the
packet information and its judgment results are sent to the
Abnormal Communication Identifier module.

D. Abnormal Communication Identifier

This module receives all the list of packet information from
the Traffic Collector module, and the module sends a request
to the API server to store received packet information in the
database. When the packet information and the judgment result
are sent from the DPort Analysis module, the Abnormal Com-
munication Identifier module sends a request to the API server
to search the packets that have the same destination IP address
and the same destination port of received packet information.
By using receiving packet information and packet information
found in the list of the packet information database, the
module conducts the statistical analysis. Finally, the module
sends packet information and judgment result to the Checklist
Generator module.

E. Checklist Generator and Management Monitor

The Checklist Generator module receives the packet infor-
mation and its judgment results from the Consistency Judg-
ment module and the DPort Analysis module. The Checklist
Generator combines these pieces of information about the
packet and generates the checklist of the packet information.

Fig. 5. Sample of management monitor web page.

The generated list of packet information is sent to the
Management Monitor. Then, based on the list, a html page
is generated as an interface for administrators by using React
[27]. Figure 5 shows a sample of the generated Web page for
administrators.

On this screen, there are two sections. The first section is
“Recommend: Open”. The communication sections displayed
in this section is judged as necessary. If the administrator
judges it as appropriate, it can be authorized by selecting
the “Open” button. However, only the displayed ports are
judged necessary by the system, and all of the other ports
not displayed will be prohibited. When administrators want
to permit several ports in addition to the system recommen-
dation, they can insert such ports into the “Add Open Port”
form. Otherwise, they use the “Close” button to prohibit the
displayed communication.

The second section is “Recommend: Close”. The system
judged communication displayed in this section as unneces-
sary. If the administrator selects the “Accept (Close)” button,
all communication in this section is prohibited. On the other
hand, when the “Reject (Open)” is selected, the ACL permits
all communication in this section. Also, if the administrator
wants to permit several ports in this section, such ports can
be inserted into the “Add Open Port” form.

Finally, this module updates the ACL DB using the API
server when the “Submit” button is clicked. As mentioned in
the next Subsection IV-F, the ACL DB stores only permitted
communication sections. In case of that all analyzed commu-
nication is judged as still permitted, the system updated the
status field of the flow list table about such communication
section as analyzed. If only several ports are permitted, in
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addition to the above update, those ports are inserted into the
dst port field.

On the other hand, if all protocols in the communication
section are judged as unnecessary, the module updates the
ACL DB to delete any record of such a communication section
in the section list table.

F. ACL DB (Extended)

As described in Section III-C, we extended ACL DB. ACL
DB consists of two tables, “section list” and “flow list” shown
in Table II. The section list table consists of four columns:
“id”, “src ip”, “dst ip”, and reason. The src ip and the dst ip
store the source IP address and destination IP address of the
communication section permitted by AAGS respectively. The
reason column stores the permitted reason.

TABLE II
ACL DB (EXTENDED) TABLE SCHEMA.

Table Name Column Data Type Example
section list id Integer 3

src ip String 192.168.10.10
dst ip String 192.168.20.20
reason String CA

flow list section id Integer 3
dst port Integer 443
status String analyzed

The flow list table consists of three columns: “section id”,
“dst port”, and “status”. The value of section id is correspond-
ing to the id of the section list table. Permitted destination
ports in the communication section are stored in the dst port
column. If the communication section is permitted without
analysis by CCS, “not analyzed” is stored in the status col-
umn. After analysis by CCS, the value of status is updated to
“analyzed”.

G. ACL Applier

We use the SDN technique to implement the ACL Applier.
The OvS is operating as a core switch in the network. We
use Trema as an OpenFlow controller to apply the contents of
ACL DB to the network.

V. EVALUATION EXPERIMENT

We applied the implemented system to our prototype net-
work and conducted an evaluation experiment on it.

A. Experimental Conditions

1) Network Structure: Here, we conducted experiments in
our prototype network to verify the various situations by
extending our prototype network, which is used for evaluation
of the CCS [1]. As shown in Figure 6, the network has one
sever segment and four client segments.

Each segment has seven or four Windows 10 PCs, and all
PCs are assigned static IP addresses. Besides, two Windows
Server 2019 terminals are located in the server segment. One
of these servers works as a file server, and another server works
as an active directory, which also has the role of DNS in this
organization. The file server permits access only from the user
whose position is the manager.
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2) Access Controls: The AAGS generated the ACL, and we
prepared the ACL shown in Table III. We configured Trema to
permit only the communication listed in Table III in addition
to the communications between the default gateway and all
the terminals. Open vSwitch, controlled by Trema, performs
the access control.

TABLE III
LIST OF COMMUNICATION SECTIONS PERMITTED BY AAGS.

Source IP Address Destination IP Address Permitted Reason
192.168.10.1 192.168.100.20 DSI
192.168.20.1 192.168.100.20 DSI+CA
192.168.20.11 192.168.100.20 CA
192.168.30.1 192.168.100.20 DSI+CA
192.168.40.1 192.168.100.20 DSI

Because the managers have access authority to the
file server, 192.168.10.1, 192.168.20.1, 192.168.30.1,
and 192.168.40.1 are permitted to communicate with
192.168.100.20, and we insert “DSI” as Permitted Reason in
the records of these communication sections.

In addition to the file access communication, unin-
tended communication from 192.168.20.1 and 192.168.30.1 to
192.168.100.20 are conducted, and “CA” is added to Permitted
Reason of that section. Similarly, communication between
192.168.20.11 and 192.168.100.20 is permitted because of
unintended communication, and “CA” is registered as its
Permitted Reason.

B. Experiment 1: Judgments of All Communication

To evaluate the effectiveness of CCS, we run CCS to
collect and judge all communication in the prototype network.
The experiment was performed according to the following
procedure.

Step 1: Run the proposed system and start to collect mir-
rored packets in the network. In this experiment,
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we set the collection period to be 1 hour.
Step 2: In the collection period, terminals, 192.168.10.1,

192.168.20.1, 192.168.30.1, and 192.168.40.1, ac-
cess the file server using the SMB protocol. Also,
the terminal of 192.168.20.11 that has no access
authority tried SMB protocol communication with
the file server. Though the file server does not
provide HTTP service, HTTP protocol communi-
cation to the file server is conducted by terminals
192.168.20.1 and 192.168.30.1. In addition, all
nine client terminals access external sites on the
Internet that are assuming the activities of the
organization.

Step 3: After 1 hour, the collection period ends, and the
captured packets are analyzed by the proposed
system. Based on the analysis result, the system
generates the checklist and prepares the Web page.

Step 4: We check the result of the analysis by the proposed
system on the Web page and authorize them.

Step 5: Finally, the system applies the authorized ACL to
the internal network.

C. Results of Experiment

The result of the analysis using the proposed system is
shown in Table IV. The legitimate SMB communication from
192.168.10.1, 192.168.20.1, 192.168.30.1, and 192.168.40.1
to the file server (192.168.100.20) is correctly judged as
necessary. Also, the system judges the DNS protocol com-
munication as necessary. Moreover, the system judges several
communication sections including the unintended HTTP com-
munication and high port number communication that seems
to be returned packets as unnecessary.

Thus, the above results are approximately the same as
the previous CCS’s results. In this evaluation, we focus on
communication from 192.168.20.11 to 192.168.100.20. The
previous CCS judges the communication as necessary because
the destination port has listened. On the other hand, the ex-
tended CCS judged such illegal communication as unnecessary
as the “Outlier” is shown in the result of the analysis.

D. Experiment 2: Using Several Patterns of SMB Communi-
cation

In the experiment using all communication, the proposed
system found abnormal communication correctly. To verify
the credibility of the statistical judgment method, we further
conducted another experiment. In this experiment, as same
as experiment 1, four legitimate client terminals and one
illegal client terminal tried to communicate with the file server.
However, we conducted several patterns of experiments with
different access counts or observation times. We only focus
on these file-sharing communications and show the detailed
process of the statistical analysis.

We generated different four access patterns shown in Table
V. First, in pattern 1, legitimate clients frequently communi-
cate with the file server, and the illegal client also conducts
communication most frequently. We set the observation time as

TABLE IV
ANALYSIS RESULT BY OUR PROPOSED SYSTEM.

Internal Network Communication that Occurred Result of
AnalysisSource IP Address Destination IP Address Destination Port

192.168.10.1 192.168.100.20 445 Open
192.168.20.1 192.168.100.20 445 Open

192.168.20.11 192.168.100.20 445 Outlier
192.168.30.1 192.168.100.20 445 Open
192.168.40.1 192.168.100.20 445 Open
192.168.10.1 192.168.100.10 53 Open

192.168.10.10 192.168.100.10 53 Open
192.168.20.1 192.168.100.10 53 Open

∼ ∼ 53 Open
192.168.20.1 192.168.100.20 80 Close
192.168.30.1 192.168.100.20 80 Close

192.168.100.20 192.168.10.1 63221 Close
192.168.100.20 192.168.20.1 59012 Close
192.168.100.20 192.168.20.11 55658 Close
192.168.100.20 192.168.30.1 52796 Close
192.168.100.20 192.168.40.1 51166 Close
192.168.100.10 192.168.10.1 63205 Close
192.168.100.10 192.168.10.10 65180 Close
192.168.100.10 192.168.10.11 61426 Close

∼ ∼ ∼ Close

30 minutes. In pattern 2, legitimate clients conduct communi-
cation as same as pattern 1. In contrast to pattern 1, the illegal
client tried to communicate only once in 30 minutes. We set
different observation time in pattern 3. Similar to pattern 2, the
illegal client tried to communicate only once in 10 minutes.
Finally, in pattern 4, all terminals randomly communicate with
the file server at the same time. However, in all patterns, all
terminals share different files with the file server. Even if all
file-sharing communication is conducted at the same time,
traffic volumes of each communication are different because
of the file size.

In Table VI, the upper rows of each pattern show the number
of observed packets, and the data for the statistical analysis
that is generated by converting the number of observed packets
in logarithm with base e is shown in the lower row.

Table VII shows the results of the statistical analysis. In
patterns 1, 2, and 4, illegal communication’s data for statistical
analysis is judged as outlier correctly. On the other hand, only
in pattern 3, the illegal communication’s data (4.190) exceeds
the threshold (3.221), and no outlier value was detected.

E. Discussion

From the results of experiment 1 and experiment 2, we
found that the proposed system correctly judged the illegal
SMB communication from 192.168.20.11 to 192.168.100.20
as unnecessary. Therefore, the judgment accuracy of the ex-
tended CCS is improved compared to the previous CCS that
previously judged the communication as necessary.

In the case of pattern 1 in experiment 2, we expected that
to conduct judgment correctly might be difficult because the
illegal terminal generated communication most frequently in
all terminals. However, correct judgment was conducted by the
proposed system. As shown in Table VI, the observed number
of packets for each terminal is different. The variation in the
number of packets occurred because the traffic volume de-
pends on the size of sharing files. Also, only traffic of protocol
negotiation occurs in illegal communication. In other words,
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TABLE V
ACCESS PATTERNS.

192.168.10.1 192.168.20.1 192.168.30.1 192.168.40.1 192.168.20.11
Pattern 1 (30m) Once / 20s Once / 30s Once / 15s Once / 25s Once / 5s
Pattern 2 (30m) Once / 20s Once / 30s Once / 15s Once / 25s Once / 30m
Pattern 3 (10m) Once / 20s Once / 6s Once / 7s Once / 27s Once / 10m
Pattern 4 (30m) Random (All terminals communicate at the same time)

TABLE VI
NUMBER OF OBSERVED PACKETS AND DATA USED FOR STATISTICAL ANALYSIS.

192.168.10.1 192.168.20.1 192.168.30.1 192.168.40.1 192.168.20.11
Pattern 1 (30m) 1779 Packets 1242 Packets 1758 Packets 3236 Packets 521 Packets

7.484 7.124 7.472 8.082 6.256
Pattern 2 (30m) 5942 Packets 1458 Packets 789 Packets 3104 Packets 48 Packets

8.690 7.285 6.671 8.040 3.871
Pattern 3 (10m) 414 Packets 2691 Packets 1147 Packets 2075 Packets 66 Packets

6.026 7.898 7.045 7.638 4.190
Pattern 4 (30m) 3544 Packets 3552 Packets 3230 Packets 5780 Packets 654 Packets

8.173 8.175 8.080 8.662 6.483

TABLE VII
RESULT OF STATISTICAL ANALYSIS.

Q1 Q3 IQR Threshold Outlier
Pattern 1 (30m) 7.124 7.484 0.360 6.500 6.256
Pattern 2 (30m) 6.671 8.040 1.369 4.311 3.871
Pattern 3 (10m) 6.026 7.638 1.612 3.247 N/A
Pattern 4 (30m) 8.080 8.175 0.095 7.916 6.483

no actual file-sharing communication has occurred between
192.168.20.11 and 192.168.100.20, and such existence of the
file-sharing in a series of communication makes a significant
difference to detect as the outlier.

In pattern 2 and pattern 3, illegal communication was
conducted only once in the experiment, and no communication
was detected as an outlier in pattern 3. In pattern 3, we pur-
posely set the collection period of the packet as a short time.
As a possible reason for false negative judgment, therefore,
the observation time of pattern 3 was too short to collect
enough data for statistical analysis. To verify this reason, when
we calculate with the tripled number of legitimate packets
assuming the collection period is 30 minutes, the threshold
becomes “4.345”, and we can correctly judge the data of
the illegal communication “4.190” as the outlier. Besides,
the pattern 2, which applied observation time as 30 minutes,
although the communication was conducted in similar trends
with pattern 3, illegal communication was detected as an
outlier correctly.

In pattern 4, though all terminals conducted communication
with the same number of times, the difference occurs in the
number of packets for the same reason as pattern 1. Hence, this
method can judge the necessity of communication correctly.

In summarize, when sufficient data is obtained by observ-
ing the packets for a certain period, we can detect illegal
communication that is misjudged by the previous CCS by
using statistical analysis, and the proposed system judges
communication correctly. Thus, the proposed system can make

a judgment with higher accuracy than the previous CCS.
However, in these experiments, we did not conduct param-

eter tuning for deriving threshold, and we can detect outlier
correctly as explained in Table VII. Also, the problem of
lack of data due to short observation time can be solved by
adjusting the parameter. For example, to increase the value
of the parameter, we change the parameter from “1.724” to
“1.100”. Following this change, each threshold of experiment
2 varies as shown in Table VIII. In this situation, the proposed
system detects outlier correctly in all patterns with no false
positive.

TABLE VIII
PARAMETER TUNING OF THRESHOLD.

Threshold (1.724) Threshold (1.100) Outlier
Pattern 1 (30m) 6.500 6.728 6.256
Pattern 2 (30m) 4.311 5.165 3.871
Pattern 3 (10m) 3.247 4.253 4.190
Pattern 4 (30m) 7.916 7.976 6.483

In the result of experiment 1, the system displayed a lot
of communication judgment between all client terminals, and
the router, which is the default gateway of each segment. All
these communications are like returned packets. We should
not prohibit the returned packets, so these communications
should be ignored by the system. We have already pointed out
this problem in [1] and listed it as future work to distinguish
whether high port communication is legitimate or not.

In the proposed system, the Abnormal Communication
Identifier module has all the list of the packet information, and
we consider that it can solve the problem. In this paper, we
focus on the statistical analysis, and we designed the proposed
system in which only communication judged as necessary by
the DPort Analysis module is sent to the Abnormal Commu-
nication Identifier module to simplify the discussion of the
module.

To distinguish the legitimate returned packets and illegal
packets, we change the DPort Analysis module to send all
results to the Abnormal Communication Identifier module.
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When the Abnormal Communication Identifier module re-
ceives judgment targets from the DPort Analysis module,
it first checks the judgment results. If the judgment result
is necessary, it conducts statistical analysis as explained in
Section III-C. Otherwise, no statistical analysis should be
conducted and put it in the list of judgment targets. Finally, it
conducts analysis using the following procedure.

Step 1: Receive all judgment targets that are judged as
“Unnecessary” by the DPort Analysis module.

Step 2: Check the destination port number. If it is the well
known port or registered port, the target is judged
as unnecessary. If it is the dynamic/private port, go
to step 3.

Step 3: Check whether there is the outward communication
that has the same number in source port as the
destination port number of judgment target. If there
is no such communication, the target is judged as
unnecessary. If there is such communication, go to
step 4.

Step 4: Finally, check the found outward communication.
If it is judged as necessary, the target is judged as
necessary. If it is judged as unnecessary, the target
is judged as unnecessary.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we extended our previous CCS to solve the
problem of it. The previous CCS misjudges abnormal commu-
nication as a necessary communication when the destination
terminal listens the communication’s destination port. We
assumed that it is possible to distinguish legitimate commu-
nication and abnormal communication by statistical analysis
of network traffic volume. Therefore, we adopt a statistical
analysis for indicating abnormal communication, which is
misjudged as a necessary communication by the previous CCS.
We extended the CCS to perform statistical analysis in addition
to the previous CCS’s analysis. We implemented extended
CCS and applied it to a prototype network. In the experiment,
the system judged the necessity of communication observed in
the network correctly, and we confirmed that the previous CCS
problem was solved. As a result, we confirmed the feasibility
of the proposed system.

However, because we adopted a statistical analysis, we
need a mirrored packet to ensure the significant difference of
packet volume between legitimate communication and illegal
communication exists. Also, we need to set an appropriate
packet collection period according to the traffic volume in the
organization’s network.

In the experiment, we applied the SDN technique for
constructing a network. Our proposal dynamically changes
ACL according to the observed traffic, therefore, SDN is one
of the best ways to implement the separated network with
our method. Constructing an organization network with SDN
network equipment is not cost-effective. However, recently
SDN has become a more common technology. Recently, there
are many kinds of research focusing on SDN technology [28]

[29]. Therefore, it can be an expected improvement in the cost
of SDN in the near future.

As future works, we will extend the system to apply more
complicated environments. Nowadays, the COVID-19 dramat-
ically changes human’s work style, and a lot of organizations
all over the world adopt working from home. In this situation,
many clients connect to the internal network resources from
the outside network via VPN and so on. To maintain the
security of the organization’s network, we have to take into
account such outside network devices for constructing a secure
internal network.
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Abstract - Recently developed wireless communication systems 

primarily require a modulation scheme with higher spectral 

efficiency and higher quality. In this study, Single Sideband 

(SSB) modulation scheme that transmits two different signals at 

the same carrier frequency is proposed. Additionally, our 

proposed method employs a 4-times oversampled digital filter. 

The distance between the folded spectrum and the carrier 

frequency is quadrupled, and its filter creates a spectrum with 

a roll-off rate of zero on the transmission side. A digital filter 

with such characteristics can help reduce the burden of the 

subsequent analog filter. Under Additive White Gaussian Noise 

(AWGN) channel environment, Bit Error Rate (BER) 

performance of SSB quaternary Amplitude-Shift Keying 

(4ASK) at roll-off rate of zero is superior by 3 dB with respect 

to Carrier-to-Noise Ratio (CNR) to 16 Quadrature Amplitude 

Modulation (16QAM) of the same spectral efficiency, without 

affecting the effect of extra Hilbert components.  
 
 

Keywords - SSB; Hilbert Transform; Multiplexing; Digital 

Filter; Roll-off Rate. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Recently, the demand for wireless communication systems 

has been increasing with the spread of smartphones, digital 

terrestrial broadcastings, and wireless Local Area Network 

(LANs). The frequency resources are being depleted in Ultra 

High Frequency (UHF) and Super High Frequency (SHF) 

bands utilized by many wireless systems. So, the high-

priority issue for the subsequent wireless systems is a 

revolutionary modulation scheme with higher spectral 

efficiency and higher quality. This study proposes SSB 

modulation scheme with an ideal digital filter to improve the 

quality of wireless systems.  

The SSB system sends data at half the occupied bandwidth 

when compared to that of the Double Sideband (DSB) system. 

The SSB signal can be produced by combining the Hilbert 

transform and quadrature multiplexing, which causes in-

phase addition of one sideband and cancellation of the 

opposite sideband. However, the SSB system is only 

effective in scalar modulation, such as ASK modulation [1]. 

In contrast, quadrature modulation, which is a typical DSB 

modulation, employs two carrier waves of the same 

frequency that are out of phase with each other by 90°. When 

the SSB modulation is incorporated with quadrature 

modulation, the spectrum efficiency is expected to be twice 

as high as conventional scheme.  

Unfortunately, they are not independent of each other as 

both modulations use the same signal processing for 

quadrature multiplexing. The in-phase component comprises 

the I-data and Hilbert transform of Q-data, and the quadrature 

component comprises Q-data and Hilbert transform of I-data 

on the receiver side. Thus, lossless demodulation cannot be 

performed analytically because of extra Hilbert components. 

In fact, several researchers have recently investigated the 

SSB Quadrature Phase-Shift Keying (QPSK) modulation 

scheme. For example, several researches successfully 

transmitted not only SSB QPSK but also SSB Multivalued 

Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (M-QAM), using turbo 

equalization on the receiver side [2]-[5]. However, there are 

drawbacks that the occupied bandwidth is increased due to 

the addition of the error correction code, and that their 

proposed SSB QPSK is sensitive to the residual phase-error 

under the fading channel because of the effect of extra Hilbert 

components.  

In this study, a single-carrier transmission of SSB 4ASK 

modulation scheme is proposed. It transmits different signals 

in Upper Sideband (USB) and Lower Sideband (LSB) 

without extra Hilbert components, at the same carrier 

frequency. Under AWGN channel environment, BER 

performance of the proposed scheme is superior by 3 dB in 

terms of CNR to the same data rate and the same occupied 

bandwidth of 16QAM signal. Additionally, the proposed 

SSB modulation scheme also maintains the good 

performance in higher order modulation. 

In contrast, our proposed scheme employs a 4-times 

oversampled digital filter to obtain an ideal spectrum. When 

SSB modulation is applied to a QPSK with a raised cosine 

filter, a drawback is that the BER performance at low roll-off 

rate deteriorates even in AWGN channel environment 

because of extra Hilbert components [6]. However, the 

proposed digital filter with oversampling produces the ideal 

Low Pass Filter (LPF) with a roll-off rate of zero, and the 

BER performance does not change when the digital filter is 

applied. Additionally, the burden of a subsequent analog 

filter can be reduced on the transmission side, because the 

alias can be moved to a position that is four times farther 

away by oversampling.  

The remainder of this paper is organized into as follows: 

Section Ⅱ explains about related works. Section Ⅲ explains 

how the SSB modulation is performed, and Section Ⅳ gives 

details on digital LPF. Section Ⅴ presents our proposed SSB 
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4PAM modulation scheme using digital LPF and describes 

how two different data on the same carrier frequency are 

multiplexed. Section Ⅵ presents the performance evaluation 

and simulation results of the proposed scheme. Finally, the 

concluding remarks of the study are mentioned in Section Ⅶ. 

II. RELATED WORKS  

In the field of wireless communication, several studies 

have conducted to apply SSB modulation, which is a scalar 

modulation, to a quadrature amplitude modulation such as 

QPSK. This modulation method is called the Quadrature-

Single Sideband (Q-SSB) modulation. The Q-SSB 

modulation scheme is expected to have twice the spectral 

efficiency. The time-domain signal of the conventional Q-

SSB modulation scheme in the case of USB is expressed as 

follows:  

𝑆𝑢(𝑡) = {𝐼𝑢(𝑡) + 𝑄𝑢
̂(𝑡)} 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜋𝑓𝑐𝑡      

      + {−𝐼�̂�(𝑡) + 𝑄𝑢(𝑡)} 𝑠𝑖𝑛 2 𝜋𝑓𝑐𝑡.  
(1) 

 

On the receiver side, {𝐼𝑢(𝑡) + 𝑄�̂�(𝑡)} is extracted in the in-

phase component, and {−𝐼�̂�(𝑡) + 𝑄𝑢(𝑡)} is extracted in the 

quadrature component. For example, Fig. 1 depicts the 

receiving signal {𝐼𝑢(𝑡) + 𝑄�̂�(𝑡)}  in the time domain. 

However, the BER performance deteriorates significantly, 

because extra Hilbert components, i.e., 𝑄�̂�(𝑡)  and −𝐼�̂�(𝑡) , 

cannot be removed analytically. In a previous research, a 

turbo equalizer was employed on the receiver side to suppress 

the degradation of BER performance. In this case, while the 

received signal with extra Hilbert components is corrected by 

the equalizer, the bandwidth is increased owing to the 

addition of the error correction code and it is sensitive to the 

residual phase-error under the fading channel. On the other 

hand, 𝑄𝑢(𝑡) can be extracted via detection of the peak value 

of Hilbert component as depicted in Fig. 1. However, the 

BER performance cannot be improved adequately without an 

error correction code. In this way, when introducing Q-SSB 

modulation scheme, how to solve the problem of extra 

Hilbert components is the important issue [2]-[5]. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Receiving signal of {𝐼𝑢(𝑡) + 𝑄�̂�(𝑡)} 

 On the other hand, when considering a practical Q-SSB 

modulation scheme with the raised cosine filter at low roll-

off rate, the aperture ratio of the eye pattern becomes low due 

to the presence of extra Hilbert components. Therefore, the 

BER performance deteriorate as the roll-off rate decreases in 

not only the fading channel but also AWGN channel, even if 

turbo equalizer is implemented [6]. 

 As can be seen from the related works described above, the 

main issues in the Q-SSB modulation scheme are to remove 

extra Hilbert components and to form a practical spectrum 

with a roll-off rate of zero without the penalty of BER 

performance. 

III. SSB MODULATION 

In this section, the performance of the SSB modulation is 

presented, and the characteristics of SSB modulation and 

Hilbert transform are explained. 

A. Characteristics of SSB modulation 

Amplitude modulation (AM) is a technique that multiplies 

the carrier wave with the information signal and changes the 

amplitude of the transmission signal in direct proportion to 

the size of the information signal. The transmission signal 

𝑆(𝑡) in a general AM method can be represented as follows: 

    𝑆(𝑡) = 𝐴[1 + 𝑘 ⋅ 𝑚(𝑡)] ⋅ 𝑐𝑜𝑠(2𝜋𝑓𝑐𝑡 + 𝜑),   (2) 

where, A is the signal amplitude, k is the modulation index 
(0 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 1), 𝑓𝑐 is the carrier frequency, and 𝜑 is the carrier 

phase. A general envelope waveform of the AM method has 

an 𝑚(𝑡)  waveform centered around ±𝐴 , the amplitude. If 

𝑚(𝑡) = 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜋𝑓𝑚𝑡, (2) can be rewritten as follows:  

 𝑆(𝑡) = 𝐴(1 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜋𝑓𝑚𝑡) ⋅ 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜋𝑓𝑐𝑡        

   = 𝐴 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜋𝑓𝑐𝑡 +
𝐴

2
𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜋(𝑓𝑐 − 𝑓𝑚)𝑡           

                                 +
𝐴

2
𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜋(𝑓𝑐 + 𝑓𝑚)𝑡.      

(3) 

For simplifying (3), 𝐴 = 1, 𝑘 = 1, and 𝜑 = 0. In (3), the first 

term represents the carrier wave component. The second and 

third terms are components of the information signal 𝑚(𝑡). 
The lower frequency component than the carrier wave, in the 

second term, constitutes the Lower Sideband (LSB); and the 

higher frequency component than the carrier wave, in the 

third term, constitutes the Upper Sideband (USB). Fig. 2 

depicts the spectrum of DSB modulation. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Spectrum of DSB modulation 

Carrier Component 
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As depicted in Fig. 2, a spectrum is generated at a location 

separated by ±𝑓𝑚 from the carrier frequency 𝑓𝑐. Thus, DSB 

modulation is a method of transferring an information signal 

to a carrier band and communicating utilizing the LSB and 

USB. As observed from (3), the transmission of information 

is possible either by utilizing the LSB or USB, as they both 

contain the same information. The transmission of 

information utilizing only one sideband is called SSB 

modulation method. 

Fig. 3 depicts the SSB transmission spectrum obtained by 

utilizing the LSB. Here, the negative frequency region is 

shown as an arithmetic expression, but only the positive 

frequency region appears as a real signal. In comparison to 

features of the DSB method, the most prominent feature of 

the SSB method is that the occupied bandwidth frequency is 

halved. 

B. Hilbert transform 

The phase shift method is a way of generating an SSB 

signal using two 90° phase shifters. The Hilbert transform of 

a signal �̂�(𝑡) is defined as the transform in which the phase 

angle of all components of the signal is shifted 90° [7]-[8]. It 

is represented as follows:  

�̂�(𝑡) = 𝐻[𝑥(𝑡)] =
1

𝜋
∫

𝑥(𝜏)

𝑡 − 𝜏
𝑑𝜏 = 𝑥(𝑡) ∗

1

𝜋𝑡
.

∞

−∞

   (4) 

Here, the signum function is represented as  

𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝑡) = {
   1,         𝑡 > 0
−1, 𝑡 < 0

} ⇔
1

𝑗𝜋𝑓
 .  (5) 

The value of this function in the positive time domain is 1, 

and in the negative time domain it is −1. On application of 

the duality theorem to (5), the frequency response of the 

Hilbert transform 𝐻(𝜔) is represented as follows: 

1

𝜋𝑡
= ℎ(𝑡) ⇔ 𝐻(𝜔) = −𝑗𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝜔) = {

−𝑗,     𝜔 > 0
    𝑗,     𝜔 < 0.

 (6) 

From (4) and (6), and on application of the convolution in the 

time domain to the Hilbert transform, the frequency response 

of the signal transformed by the Hilbert transform is 

represented as follows: 

�̂�(𝑡) = 𝑥(𝑡) ∗
1

𝜋𝑡
⇔ �̂�(𝜔) = 𝑋(𝜔) ⋅ (−𝑗 𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝜔)). (7) 

 

As indicated in (6) and (7), the Hilbert transform delays 

by 90° at positive frequencies and advances 90° at negative 

frequencies in the frequency domain. Additionally, the 

amplitude characteristic is constant regardless of the 

frequency. Fig. 4 depicts the characteristics of the Hilbert 

transform. 

 

 
 

(a) Base band signal                             (b) SSB signal     
Figure 3. SSB transmission spectrum using LSB 

 

 
 

(a) Amplitude characteristic          (b) Phase characteristic 

Figure 4. Hilbert transform characteristics  
 

The following explains the repeatability of the Hilbert 

transform. When the Hilbert transform is repeated on the 

signal that has been processed using the Hilbert transform, 

the equation is represented as follows: 

�̂̂�(𝜔)   = {−𝑗 𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝜔)} × {−𝑗 𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝜔) ⋅ 𝑋(𝜔)} 

= −𝑋(𝜔),            
(8) 

and the inverted original signal is the output. In contrast, if it 

is a linear transform, the equation is represented as follows: 

𝐻[𝑚(𝑡) ± 𝑛(𝑡)] =
1

𝜋
∫

𝑚(𝜏) ± 𝑛(𝜏)

𝑡 − 𝜏
𝑑𝜏

∞

−∞

   

          = 𝐻[𝑚(𝑡)] ± 𝐻[𝑛(𝑡)].        

(9) 

Fig. 5 depicts the spectrum transition of the SSB 

modulation [9]-[10]. In Fig. 5, 𝑆𝑈𝑆𝐵(𝑡) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑆𝐿𝑆𝐵(𝑡) of the 

transmitted signal on the frequency domain is represented as 

follows: 

𝑆(𝑓) = 𝑆𝐼(𝑓) ± 𝑆𝑄(𝑓) = 𝑀(𝑓) ± 𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝑓)𝑀(𝑓),    (10) 

where, 𝑀(𝑓)  is the modulation signal and 𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝑓)𝑀(𝑓)  is 

the Hilbert transform of 𝑀(𝑓). In (10) and Fig. 5, when 𝑆𝐼(𝑓) 
and 𝑆𝑄(𝑓) are added, SSB modulation by LSB is performed; 

on the contrary, when they are subtracted, SSB modulation 

by USB is performed.  

On the receiver side, 𝑀(𝑓)  is extracted at the in-phase 

component and �̂�(𝑓)  is extracted at the quadrature 

component, as depicted in Fig. 5. As observed from (8), the 

same signal as the in-phase component can be obtained at the 

quadrature component upon performing Hilbert transform 

again. Then, the in-phase and the quadrature components are 

added to the receiver side. 
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Figure 5. Generating SSB modulation signal  

 

A modulation scheme with such a demodulation scheme is 

called a Dual Branch SSB (DB-SSB) modulation scheme 

[11], and it is advantageous in that BER performance is 

improved by 3 dB. In the DB-SSB demodulation circuit, the 

variance 𝜎2 is doubled and the average amplitude 𝐸𝑏  of the 

signal is also doubled in AWGN channel environment by 

adding the in-phase and quadrature components. Therefore, 

it can be observed that |𝐸𝑏|
2/|𝜎|2 of the DB-SSB scheme is 

superior by 3 dB. 

IV. DIGITAL FILTER 

In this section, the optimal transmission filter design of its 

modulation scheme is explained. 

A. Analog LPF filter 

As one of our purposes of this study is to improve the 

frequency efficiency, the extra occupied bandwidth should be  

compressed as much as possible. Typically, a spectrum 

shaping is performed through LPF to prevent the emission of 

unnecessary radio waves outside the transmission band. The 

characteristic of a cosine roll-off filter is often considered as 

a representative of the LPF. The frequency response of the 

raised cosine filter is represented as follows: 

𝐻(𝜔) =

{
 
 

 
 
√
1

2
[1 − sin {

𝜋|𝜔| − 𝜔1
2𝛼𝜔1

}] , (1 − 𝛼)𝜔1 ≤ |𝜔| ≤ (1 + 𝛼)𝜔1

 1,                                                                          |𝜔| ≤ (1 − 𝛼)𝜔1
 0,                                                                          |𝜔| ≥ (1 + 𝛼)𝜔1

 (11) 

where, 𝜔1 is equal to 𝜋/𝑇0. Normally, the Nyquist interval is 

set identical to the symbol interval. Fig. 6 depicts the 

frequency response of the raised cosine filter when the roll-

off rate is changed. Fig. 7 depicts the impulse response of the 

raised cosine filter. 

 

 
Figure 6. Frequency response of the raised cosine filter 

 

 

 
Figure 7. Impulse response of the raised cosine filter 

 

As observed from Fig. 6, the transmission bandwidth 

becomes wider as 𝛼  increases, and the bandwidth doubles 

when 𝛼 = 1. 

 The impulse response of the raised cosine filter is 

represented via an Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) 

being performed on the frequency response. The equation 

thereof is represented as follows: 

ℎ(𝑡) =
1

2𝜋
∫ 𝐻(𝜔)𝑒𝑗𝜔𝑡𝑑𝜔
∞

−∞

  

     =
1

1 − 16
𝛼2𝑡2

𝑇0
2

[
sin {(1 − 𝛼)

𝜋𝑡
𝑇0
}

𝜋𝑡
𝑇0

+
4𝛼

𝜋
cos {(1 + 𝛼)

𝜋𝑡

𝑇0
}] . (12) 

 

As observed from Fig. 7, the vibration of the impulse 

response is large, and its response converges slowly, in the 

case of a steep LPF (α = 0). In contrast, when α is increased, 

the vibration of the impulse response is small, and its 

response converges quickly. 

 If the raised cosine filter, which is a steep LPF (α = 0), is 

used to improve the frequency efficiency, the side lobe of the 

impulse response increases and the aperture ratio of the eye 

pattern decreases. In such cases, the sampling cannot be 

performed adequately. There is a tradeoff between the 

amplitude characteristic of the passband and the blocking 

region of the LPF. Therefore, it is theoretically difficult to 

completely remove the out-of-band radiation using an analog 

LPF. 

B. Digital Filter with oversampling 

 As it is difficult to demodulate the receiving signal, in the 

case of the analog filter of an ideal LPF, the spectrum of the 

proposed scheme is shaped via digital filter processing. The 

Composition 
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digital filter with oversampling produces the ideal LPF, with 

a roll-off rate of zero. Fig. 8 depicts the configuration around 

the digital filter with oversampling. After the information 

signal is mapped, a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is 

performed to spread the signal in the frequency domain. The 

signal on the frequency domain by the FFT is represented as 

follows: 

𝐹(𝑘) =
1

√𝑁
∑𝑓(𝑡) ∙ 𝑒−

𝑗2𝜋𝑘𝑡
𝑁

𝑁−1

𝑡=0

.  (𝑘 = 0,1, … , 𝑁 − 1) (13) 

where, 𝐹(𝑘) is the frequency-domain signal, and 𝑓(𝑡) is the 

time-domain signal. Then, nulls that are three times FFT 

length, N, are inserted into the information signal in the 

frequency domain. As depicted in Fig. 8, the 3N-nulls are 

inserted, in the middle of the symbol, so that the LSB data 

and USB data are at both ends of the symbol. Such a 

processing method is called oversampling. The spectrum 

thereof is represented in Fig. 9. As observed from Fig. 9, the 

bandwidth can be compressed to half the original frequency 

bandwidth. As a result, the spectrum of the signal obtained 

from the digital filter is in the form of a roll-off rate of zero. 

Additionally, the alias can be kept sufficiently away from the 

main lobe, which facilitates subsequent LPF that attenuates 

the folded spectrum. 

The process of inserting 3N-nulls is equivalent to 

multiplying a rectangular wave in the frequency domain, as 

depicted in Fig. 9. The signal on the frequency domain after 

oversampling is represented as follows: 

𝐹𝑅(𝑓) = 𝐹(𝑓) ∙ 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡(𝑓), (14) 

 
 

Figure 8. Configuration of the oversampled digital filter 
 

       
Figure 9. Spectrum with the digital filter 

 
 

where,  

𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡(𝑓) = {
 0,   𝑁 < |𝑓| ≤ 4𝑁

   1,     |𝑓| ≤ 𝑁 
. (15) 

The inverse Fourier transform of (15) is represented as 

∫ 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡(𝑓) ∙ 𝑒𝑗2𝜋𝑓𝑡𝑑𝑡 =
1

𝜋𝑡
𝑠𝑖𝑛 (

𝜋𝑡

𝑇
) ,

𝑁

−𝑁

 (16) 

where, 𝑁=1/2𝑇, and 𝑇 is the sampling interval. If 𝑓𝑅(𝑡) is 

the inverse Fourier transform of 𝐹𝑅(𝑓), then 

𝑓𝑅(𝑡) = 𝑓(𝑡) ∗
1

𝜋𝑡
𝑠𝑖𝑛 (

𝜋𝑡

𝑇
)                   

 

   = ∫ 𝑓(𝑡′)
1

𝜋(𝑡 − 𝑡′)
𝑠𝑖𝑛 {

𝜋(𝑡 − 𝑡′)

𝑇
} 𝑑𝑡′

∞

−∞

. 

(17)

  

As 𝑓𝑅(𝑡) is the discrete signal, 𝑡′ = 𝑛𝑇. Then,  

𝑓𝑅(𝑡) = ∑ 𝑓(𝑛𝑇)
1

𝜋(𝑡 − 𝑛𝑇)
𝑠𝑖𝑛 {

𝜋(𝑡 − 𝑛𝑇)

𝑇
} .

∞

𝑛=−∞

 (18) 

where 𝑡 = 𝑘𝑇/4; IFFT size increases to 4N, which is four-

times the oversampled size. As indicated in (18), the time-

domain signal after the digital filter processing is represented 

by the sum of the sinc function. Then, the signal that is 

interpolated between the original signals is generated.  

Fig. 10 depicts the time-domain signal after the digital 

filter processing. The red waveform is the signal before the 

digital filter processing, and the blue waveform is the signal 

after the digital filter processing. As depicted in Fig. 10, the 

oversampling interpolates the part of the transient response 

between the original signal points, i.e., the quadrupled 

oversampling interpolates three points between two signal 

points. 

 Fig. 11 (a) depicts the eye pattern of an analog steep LPF 

and Fig. 11(b) depicts the eye pattern, when an LPF is 

performed after the digital filter processing. 

 

 

    
 

 

Figure 10. Time domain signal after the digital filter 
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(a) Analog steep filter  

  

 
 

(b) Digital filter 
 

Figure 11. Eye pattern of the signal with each steep filter 

 

It can be seen that the aperture ratio of the eye pattern does 

not decrease when the digital filter is applied, while the 

aperture ratio of an analog steep filter, depicted in Fig. 11 (a), 

decreases. 

V. PROPOSED METHOD 

In this section, the proposed method that uses the SSB 

modulation is presented, and how two different data of the 

same frequency are multiplexed is described. 

A. The proposed method 

As a new modulation scheme, a method that adds two data 

with different amplitudes of the same component is proposed 

in [1]. The time-domain signal of the SSB method, in the case 

of USB is expressed as follows: 
 

𝑆𝑢(𝑡) = {𝐼𝑢(𝑡) +
1

2
𝑄𝑢(𝑡)} 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜋𝑓𝑐𝑡      

      + {−𝐼�̂�(𝑡) −
1

2
𝑄�̂�(𝑡)} 𝑠𝑖𝑛 2 𝜋𝑓𝑐𝑡.  

(19) 

 

Fig. 12 depicts the amplitude characteristic of the Q-SSB 

expressed in (19). Through this method, the I-data and Q-data 

are extracted on the in-phase component, and Hilbert 

components of the I-data and Q-data are extracted on the 

quadrature component. This method is similar to the DB-SSB 

modulation scheme described in Section Ⅲ. The BER 

performance is improved by 3 dB. Regarding the method of 

separating the I-data and Q-data, the I-data is first obtained 

by determining whether the value is positive or negative with 

zero as a threshold value; and the Q-data is obtained by 

subtracting the I-data from the original signal.  

 

 
 

Figure 12. Amplitude of the Q-SSB signal, as in (19) 

 
 

 
Figure 13. Multiplexed SSB demodulation circuit 

 
 
 

However, the signal depicted in Fig. 12 is equivalent to the 

4ASK modulation scheme, which increases the amplitude 

modulation order. Therefore, the 4PAM-based SSB 

modulation scheme is proposed in this study. 

 In contrast, our proposed scheme utilizes the digital filter, 

described in Section Ⅳ, which creates a spectrum with a roll-

off rate of zero. The burden of the analog filter after the digital 

filter processing can be reduced on the transmission side. 

B. Multiplexing SSB modulation method 

In the proposed scheme, different information on LSB and 

USB is transmitted at the same carrier frequency. From (10), 

the signal generated by multiplexing different information on 

USB and LSB is represented as follows: 

𝑆(𝑡) = {𝑚𝑢(𝑡) + 𝑚𝑙(𝑡)} 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜋𝑓𝑐𝑡        

      + {−𝑚�̂�(𝑡) + 𝑚�̂�(𝑡)} 𝑠𝑖𝑛 2 𝜋𝑓𝑐𝑡, 
(20) 

where, 𝑚𝑢(𝑡) is the signal on USB and 𝑚𝑙(𝑡) is the signal on 

LSB. Fig. 13 depicts the demodulation circuit for the 

multiplexed SSB signal. In the upper portion of Fig. 13, 𝑆(𝑡) 
from (20) is multiplied by 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜋𝑓𝑐𝑡, and passed through the 

LPF. This signal is represented as in (21). In the lower portion 

of Fig. 13, 𝑆(𝑡) from (20) is multiplied by 𝑠𝑖𝑛 2 𝜋𝑓𝑐𝑡, passed 

through the LPF, and transformed by the Hilbert transform. 

That signal is represented as in (22).  
 

𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑡) = 𝑚𝑢(𝑡) + 𝑚𝑙(𝑡) 
 

�̂�𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑡) = 𝑚𝑢(𝑡) − 𝑚𝑙(𝑡) 

(21) 
 

(22) 

       

Thus, the USB signal is extracted by adding (21) and (22), 

and the LSB signal is extracted by subtracting (21) from (22). 
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VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION BY SIMULATION 

In this study, the spectrum and BER performances of the 
4ASK based SSB signal with a digital filter are confirmed. 
Under the AWGN channel environment, the BER 
performance of the proposed scheme is superior by 3 dB in 
the CNR, where compared to the same data rate and the same 
occupied bandwidth of the 16QAM signal. For accurately 
analyzing the BER performance of the SSB modulation 
scheme, the BER performance was measured using 𝐸𝑏/𝑁0 
and CNR. 𝐸𝑏/𝑁0 is calculated by; 

𝐸𝑏/𝑁0 = 𝐶𝑁𝑅 + 10𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (
𝑇𝑠𝑦𝑚

2𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝
) − 10𝑙𝑜𝑔10(𝑘), (23) 

where, 𝑇𝑠𝑦𝑚 is the symbol period, 𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝 is the sample period, 

and 𝑘 is the number of information bits per symbol. 

A. Simulation specification 

A simulation using MATLAB/Simulink was performed for 

our proposed method. Table Ⅰ illustrates the simulation 

specifications used in this research.  

 

TABLE I.  SIMULATION SPECIFICATION. 

Parameter 
Proposed 

system 

Comparison 

system 

Primary Modulation 

4PAM, 

8PAM, 

16PAM 

 16QAM, 

64QAM, 

256QAM 

Secondary 

Modulation 

SSB 

Modulation 

Quadrature 

Modulation 

FFT Size 64 64  

IFFT Size 256 256  

Data Rate 2×2Mbps 4Mbps  

Carrier Frequency 40 MHz 40 MHz 

Data Size Single Carrier Single Carrier 

Channel Model AWGN AWGN 

 
 

 
(a) Transmission Side 

 

 
(b) Receiver Side 

 
Figure 14. Block diagram of the proposed system 

As illustrated in Table Ⅰ, the 4 Pulse-Amplitude Modulation 

(4PAM) based SSB modulation is compared with the 16QAM 

for equivalent bandwidths. Similarly, the PAM-based SSB 

modulation is compared with the 64QAM and 256QAM to 

confirm that the advantage of SSB modulation can be utilized 

even when the proposed scheme is high-ordered. Fig. 14 

depicts a block diagram of the proposed system. The 

undersample on the receiver side extracts data only at 

appropriate points of the time-domain signal, as depicted in 

Fig. 10. 

B. Simulation results  

Fig. 15 depicts the spectrum of the Q-SSB signal that 

transmits data only at the LSB. Fig. 16 depicts the BER 

performance in the CNR of the proposed method. Fig. 17 

depicts the BER performance in the 𝐸𝑏/𝑁0 of the proposed 

method.  

As observed from Fig. 15, a part of the opposite sideband 

is suppressed by the Hilbert transform. It expresses that the 

Q-SSB signal can be transmitted using only the LSB. As 

observed from Fig. 16, the SSB method has a BER 

performance in CNR of 3 dB superior than the DSB 16QAM 

scheme, which has the same occupied bandwidth. 

Simultaneously, Fig. 17 depicts that the BER performance of 

the SSB method, 𝐸𝑏/𝑁0,  is equivalent to that of the DSB 

16QAM scheme that has the same spectral efficiency.  

Therefore, it is confirmed from Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 that the 

BER performance of the Q-SSB modulation scheme is 

superior by 3 dB to that of the 16QAM scheme, depending 

on the size of the information bit number, 𝑘, according to (23). 

The conventional 4PAM scheme requires only a cosine wave 

when performing the up-conversion, but the SSB 4PAM 

scheme also requires a sine wave. Therefore, the signal power 

of the proposed method on the transmission side is twice as 

large as that of the conventional 4PAM scheme. This means 

that the 𝐸𝑏/𝑁0 of the proposed method deteriorates by 3 dB. 

However, the proposed method can improve the 𝐸𝑏/𝑁0 by 3 

dB, by implementing the DB-SSB modulation scheme on the 

receiver side. As mentioned in Section Ⅲ, the variance 𝜎2 of 

AWGN is doubled and the signal average amplitude 𝐸𝑏   is 

also doubled in the demodulation circuit of DB-SSB, by 

adding in-phase and quadrature components. As a result, the 

BER performance in |𝐸𝑏|
2/|𝜎|2 of the proposed scheme is 

the same as that of the 16QAM scheme with equivalent 

occupied bandwidth. In terms of BER performance in CNR, 

the proposed scheme, which is a 2-bit transmission, is 3 dB 

superior than the 16QAM scheme, which is a 4-bit 

transmission, from the viewpoint of the number of 

information bits, 𝑘. Such advantages can only be obtained 

by the discrete signal processing. 
Fig. 18 depicts the BER performance in CNR for the 

8PAM-based SSB modulation scheme and 16PAM-based 

SSB modulation scheme. The BER performance of SSB 

8PAM is 3 dB superior than that of the DSB 64QAM, which 

has the same occupied bandwidth. The same is true when 

comparing 16PAM and 256QAM.  
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 Figure 15. Spectrum of the Q-SSB system 

 

 
Figure 16. BER performance in the CNR of SSB 4PAM scheme 

 

 
Figure 17. BER performance in the 𝐸𝑏/𝑁0 of the proposed scheme 

 

From Fig. 16 and Fig. 18, it can be confirmed that the 

proposed SSB modulation scheme maintains the good 

performance in higher order modulation, in the AWGN 

channel environment. 

Fig. 19 depicts the spectrum of the multiplexed Q-SSB 

signal. Fig. 20 compares the BER performance of the Q-SSB 

signal with data only on the USB and BER performance of 

the multiplexed SSB modulation scheme. As observed from 

Fig. 19, each sideband part suppresses the opposite sideband 

by the Hilbert transform, so that two different 4PAM 

transmissions can be performed simultaneously on the USB 

and LSB. In Fig. 20, the multiplexed SSB modulation scheme 

has the BER performance in 𝐸𝑏/𝑁0  equivalent to the SSB 

modulation scheme that transmits data on only USB or LSB.  

 

 
Figure 18. BER performance of SSB 8PAM and SSB 16PAM 

 

 
 

Figure 19. Spectrum of multiplexing SSB modulation scheme 

 

 
Figure 20. BER performance of multiplexed SSB modulation scheme 

 
The reason why the BER performance does not change 

even when two signals are multiplexed is that the frequency 

bandwidth doubles as the number of information bits changes 

from 2-bit to 4-bit, although the signal power that is added to 

the signal of the USB and LSB bands doubles on the 

transmission side at the same time. 

Fig. 21 depicts the spectrum of the multiplexed SSB 

modulation scheme with the digital filter compared to that of 

the 16QAM modulation scheme. Fig. 22 depicts the folded 

spectrum of the proposed scheme with a digital filter. Fig. 23 

depicts the BER performance of the multiplexed SSB 

modulation scheme with a digital filter compared to that of 

the multiplexed SSB modulation scheme without a digital 

filter. 
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Figure 21. Spectrum of the SSB scheme with the digital filter 

 

      
 

Figure 22. Folded spectrum of the proposed scheme with the digital filter 

 

 
 

Figure 23. BER performance of the SSB scheme with the digital filter 

 

As observed from Fig. 21, two different SSB 4PAM signals 

are transmitted adjacent to each other, after a sharp filter 

processing with a roll-off rate of zero. As a result, the 

proposed scheme realizes the ideal spectrum on the 

transmission side with the minimum required bandwidth 

because the SSB modulation removes the extra band on one 

side and the digital filter halves the occupied band. The 

spectral efficiency of the proposed method is equivalent to 

that of the comparison method, and it is confirmed that it can 

take advantage of the BER performance without lowering the 

spectral efficiency. 

The frequency of the folded spectrum is 4MHz apart from 

the carrier frequency of the main lobe when the digital filter 

is used, as depicted in Fig. 22, and the burden of the LPF that 

reduces the power of the folded spectrum can be reduced. In 

Fig. 22, the cutoff frequency of the analog LPF is actually set 

wide. Without a digital filter, the side lobe adjacent to the 

main lobe must be reduced by an analog LPF, which requires 

an LPF with a low cutoff frequency. Thus, there is a high 

possibility that the data of the main lobe is affected. The 

cutoff frequency can be widened when a digital filter is 

applied, so that the demodulation can be easily performed 

without damaging the signal of the main lobe, as compared 

to the case with a steep analog LPF having a low cutoff 

frequency. 

In Fig. 23, it is confirmed that the BER performance of the 

proposed scheme does not change even if a digital filter is 

applied to the proposed scheme. This is because the proposed 

scheme extracts appropriate sample points as seen in Fig. 11, 

on the receiver side. If a steep analog filter is applied, the 

BER performance deteriorates owing to the signal distortion. 

Additionally, in the case of the Q-SSB modulation scheme of 

previous studies as indicated in (1), the BER performance at 

roll-off rate of zero deteriorates in not only the fading channel 

but also AWGN channel, owing to the effect of extra Hilbert 

components [6]. Therefore, it is a great advantage that the 

BER performance of the proposed scheme with a digital filter 

that functions as an ideal LPF filter does not deteriorate in 

AWGN channel environment. 

 Summarizing the simulation results in Section Ⅵ, the 

multiplexed SSB 4PAM with the digital filter has an ideal 

spectrum with a roll-off rate of zero, and the BER 

performance in the CNR is superior by 3 dB compared to the 

conventional DSB 16QAM, which has equivalent spectral 

efficiency. The advantage of the proposed scheme is that a 

spectrum with roll-off rate of zero can be generated without 

being affected by extra Hilbert components. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this study, 4ASK-based SSB modulation scheme with a 

digital filter is proposed. It has been confirmed that under 

AWGN channel environment the BER performance of the 

proposed scheme is superior by 3 dB in terms of the CNR to 

the 16QAM signal for the same data rate and the same 

occupied bandwidth, and maintains the good performance 

even in higher order modulation. Additionally, in terms of 

frequency efficiency, the proposed scheme realizes the ideal 

spectrum with the minimum required bandwidth without 

affecting the BER performance. Therefore, in the case of a 

single-carrier transmission, it is confirmed that the proposed 

ASK-based SSB modulation scheme is superior in the quality 

to DSB QAM scheme. 
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Abstract—Evolving activities in the Canadian Arctic drive the 

need for increased dependable high-data rate communication 

capabilities with low latencies. This study examines 

performance and challenges of past and current 

communication technologies available in this northern region 

for sensor data, video and voice exchange. Some options for 

operations in the Canadian Arctic are explored accounting for 

adverse conditions, such as atmospheric disturbances (both 

natural and man-made) or adversarial attacks on satellites and 

terrestrial infrastructure. Potential users include Canadian 

Armed Forces (CAF), North American Aerospace Defense 

Command (NORAD), off-grid communities and Public Safety, 

with respective systems requiring machine-to-machine low 

latency data sharing. Technologies considered include 

satellites, microwave relays, fiber optic links, radios such as 

cellular phones, transceivers in high frequency bands 

(20-30 Mhz), and particularly Unmanned Aerial System (UAS) 

gateways. 

Keywords-communications; satellite; UAS; Arctic; latency. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

This invited paper expands from [1] to examine 
telecommunications options for operations in Northern 
Canada accounting for adverse conditions such as 
atmospheric disturbances (both natural and man-made)  as 
well for adversarial attacks on satellites and terrestrial 
infrastructure. While most sections of this paper can be 
highly scientific, some layman analogies have been added 
throughout to reach a broader audience.  

This Defence Research and Development Canada 
(DRDC) study was initiated to address Canadian Arctic 
communication challenges expressed in the new Canada's 
Defense Policy, Strong, Secure, Engaged (SSE) [2], which 
reaffirmed Canada’s commitment to effective operations in 
the Arctic. SSE defines an extended Canadian Air Defense 
Identification Zone (CADIZ), which includes the entire 
Canadian Arctic Archipelago (Figure 1), in respect of overall 
North American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD) 
modernization efforts towards an improved North Warning 
System (NWS) requiring high-throughput low-latency 
communications.  

Some aspects of current Northern Canadian 
communication systems of the Canadian Armed Forces 
(CAF), off-grid communities, Search And Rescue (SAR), 
and Public Safety (PS) are identified. A rise in commercial 
interest, research and tourism in this zone brings increased 
safety and security demands to address SAR and natural or 

man-made disasters to which Canada must be ready to 
respond. 

 

Figure 1.  North American Canadian operational areas, new Canadian Air 

Defense Identification Zone (CADIZ), distance vectors and population 
densities for Canada, Northern Canada, Canadian Arctic Archipelago and 

Toronto. 

Section II of this paper describes the geographic context, 
climate, topography and size of the area requiring assured 
communication in all space weather and atmospheric 
conditions. Section III summarizes relevant aspects of the 
communication systems envisaged, deployed and used over 
the last decades in this area, such as Tropospheric Scatter, 
Geostationary Earth Orbit (GEO) satellite relays at 
approximately 37000 km above the equator and Medium 
Earth Orbit (MEO) satellites between 2000 and 36000 km 
altitudes. Section IV introduces an option using a specific 
Highly Elliptical Orbit (HEO), the Three APogee (TAP with 
an apogee around 43000 km altitude over the CADIZ) [3] 
while Section V brings into perspective novel options 
offered by several Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellite 
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constellations at altitudes below 2000 km. Section VI 
proposes a possible terrestrial architecture with the addition 
of base stations using towers and/or Unmanned Aerial 
Systems (UAS) as gateways. Technical considerations begin 
with Section VII, which compares latencies among the 
different satellite systems’ orbits and other communication 
technologies. Section VIII examines the pros and cons of 
some of these options. Section IX explores challenges 
experienced by radio channels in support of the variety of 
relevant operations with results from simulations to conclude 
the scientific analysis. Section X provides a short discussion 
in layman terms of the presented results and relevant 
suggestions for further considerations. Section XI concludes 
with a short summary of findings and recommendations. 

II. CONTEXT 

Northern Canada, aka the North, is the vast northernmost 
region of Canada variously defined by geography and 
politics. Politically, the term refers to three Canadian 
territories: Yukon, Northwest Territories, and Nunavut. This 
area includes the Arctic Archipelago and covers about 39% 
of Canada's total land area, and is home to less than 1% of 
Canada's population.  

The Canadian Arctic Archipelago, more succinctly the 
Arctic Archipelago, groups together all islands lying to the 
north of the Canadian continental mainland excluding 
Greenland (an autonomous territory of Denmark). Situated in 
the northern extremity of North America and covering about 
1420000 km

2
 (550000 sq mi), this group of 36563 (named) 

islands in the Arctic Sea comprises much of Northern 
Canada—most of Nunavut and part of the Northwest 
Territories. This is about 15% of Canada’s geographic area 
and is home to only about 0.04% of Canada's population. 
The Arctic Archipelago is experiencing effects of global 
warming, with some computer models estimating ice melting 
to contribute a 3.5 cm rise in sea levels by 2100. 

CAF’s preparedness training and exercises involve 
several thousand participants and observers, which 
temporally increase the population density in Northern 
Canada substantially. For example, Operation Nanook is an 
annual series of military CAF exercises in the Arctic. It is 
intended to train different CAF elements (Canadian Army, 
Royal Canadian Air Force and the Royal Canadian Navy) 
along other government organizations, such as the Canadian 
Coast Guard and Royal Canadian Mounted Police in disaster 
response training and Canadian sovereignty patrols 
throughout Northern Canada. Another series of exercises, 
Maple Flag, is conducted south of Northern Canada near 
CAF Base Cold Lake, which brings about 5000 participants. 
Both exercises place significant demands on information 
exchange interoperability, including: voice, data and video, 
with some telecommunications requiring low latency in 
order to fulfill machine-to-machine requirements. 

A poignant factor in deploying communication systems 
in Northern Canada is the low population density, which 
does not support typical commercial business decisions to 
expand current telecommunications infrastructure the 
metropolitan Canadian population is accustomed to. With 
reference to Figure 1, population densities of Europe and 

India are respectively about 2.3 and 11.6 thousand times 
greater than those of Northern Canada. It is worth noting that 
some aspects of evolving 5G technologies are tuned to 
improve network capacity in high-user density areas like 
cities. Providing improved services in low density areas will 
require careful adaptation of current 5G strategies, standards 
and technologies for deployment in the North.  

Summarizing relevant environmental and logistic 
conditions from [4], the North has extreme weather, with 
temperatures ranging from -50 to +20 degrees Celsius and 
wind gusts of up to (hurricane strength) 150 km/h. There is 
very little precipitation in the Arctic, with an average total of 
100 to 200 mm of rain or snow per year. The amount of 
daylight varies with time of year and with latitude. In 
Resolute Bay, for example, the sun does not rise above the 
horizon from early November to early February and does not 
set from early May to late July. 

Permafrost (perpetually frozen ground) is present in most 
of the Arctic and although typically roughly 10 m thick, it 
can extend 1 km below the surface. Construction of stable 
platforms required for large satellite ground stations or 
microwave towers is costly because the necessary support 
pillars must be driven below the permafrost; otherwise the 
platform will shift as the permafrost partially melts during 
the short Arctic summers (for non-scientific audiences, 
permafrost shifts like glacier flows). This requires careful 
site selection to ensure placement where the permafrost is 
acceptably thin to enable installation preferably into the solid 
ground underneath. Furthermore, this type of environment is 
similarly challenging for underground fibre installation. 

Year-round access to all communities high in the Arctic 
is by plane only, increasing the overall cost of travel and 
accommodation for arctic operations and when planning and 
installing communications equipment. Communities use 
seasonal sealifts to transport non-perishable dry cargo (e.g., 
construction material, household goods, vehicles, etc.) and 
bulk fuel to them once or twice per year. Large or costly 
items to transport via air cargo, for example: large aperture 
satellite dishes or microwave towers, and associated 
construction materials, must be shipped by sea. This extends 
the logistic phase of any communication equipment 
deployment and/or exercise. 

III. PRACTICAL ARCTIC COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS 

This section summarizes relevant aspects of the 
following communication systems: Tropospheric Scatter, 
High Frequency Ground Wave (HFGW), Point-to-Point 
(P2P) backhaul radio links, Fiber Optic Cable (FOC) and 
GEO satellite relay systems. Skywave propagation modes 
are excluded due to their susceptibility to space radiation and 
atmospheric changes. 

Tropospheric Scatter, or Troposcatter, is a beyond-the-
horizon communications solution using microwave signal 
scatter propagating through the troposphere. This 
phenomenon allows signals to be successfully received 
around the curvature of the Earth without direct line-of-sight 
between the transmitter and receiver over vast distances, up 
to 500 km. Troposcatter systems have been in use for several 
decades and the technology has seen advances in recent 
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years, including improvements in throughput to 20 Mbps. 
However, for applications in the North it was found to be too 
expensive to sustain due to its power demand and 
infrastructure. 

HFGW was documented as an alternate communication 
network for “nuclear-survivable means of communication 
for land-mobile missile systems in Europe” [5]. HFGW 
appears to be a potential alternative means of communication 
in case of satellite communications disruption, for example 
due to solar activity or other manmade disturbances. 
According to International Telecommunication Union (ITU) 
[6] there are different uses of the terminology and the surface 
wave is often called the ground wave, or sometimes the 
Norton ground wave or Norton surface wave, after Norton 
who developed tractable methods for its mathematical 
treatment. The generic formulaic expression for the ground 
wave is the sum of a direct wave, a reflected wave, and a 
surface wave. When transmitting and receiving antennas are 
close to the ground, the ground reflection coefficient is -1, 
and the direct and reflected waves act to cancel each other 
out, leaving the surface wave as the dominant component. 
Under such conditions, the ground wave is essentially equal 
to the surface wave. Empirical results [5] using broadband 
discone antennas with a cut-off frequency of 19 MHz 
operating over 20 to 30 MHz near the Arctic Circle between 
Norway and Germany showed good link connectivity for 
voice and data communications using narrowband channels 
for paths over irregular terrain across distances ranging 
between 19 and 115 km. Based on the empirical results 
reported, a communication system with its signal spread over 
10 MHz with code division multiplexing and sufficient 
coding gain would offer throughput and fading resilience for 
high-reliability medium-data-rate channels. 

Main challenges in providing microwave backhaul 
throughout the North using towers include the overall lack of 
infrastructure, support and staging, the inaccessibility of 
locations where towers would be built and powering such 
sites. Microwave links have been extensively used in the 
North providing reliable connectivity between communities 
in the Yukon and Northwest Territories that do not have 
direct access to FOC backhaul. Microwave links provide 
high throughput with low latency, a significant advantage 
over GEO satellite systems (below). As microwave 
frequencies require line-of-sight propagation, towers and 
topographic features are exploited to extend the range of 
links beyond the limitations imposed by the curvature of 
Earth and terrain features along the ground path. 

An example of microwave technologies used in remote 
Arctic locations is the High Arctic Data Communication 
System (HADCS) of Ellesmere Island, which links Canadian 
Forces Station Alert (CFS Alert) at latitude 82.5° North 
(beyond line of site of GEO satellites) to Eureka over a 
distance of roughly 500 km. The overall communications 
path includes sending data via a GEO satellite link between 
Eureka (latitude 79.6° North) and Ottawa 4147 km away. 
HADCS was retrofitted in 2003 to run entirely on solar 
power, despite prolonged darkness during winter months. 
Integrated solar irradiance (W/m

2
) over a certain time period 

and location is called solar radiation, solar exposure, solar 

insolation, or insolation (J/m
2
 or kWh/m

2
). Figure 2 shows a 

HADCS station powered by eight 120 W photo-voltaic 
(solar) panels arranged in an octagon (eight vertical panels 
distributed at 45° angular intervals to cover all azimuths).  

 

Figure 2.  HADCS of Ellesmere Island. 

During summer, with 24 hours of daylight, the sun does 
not dip below the horizon, and all of the solar panels 
contribute to charging battery banks [4]. Figure 3 shows CFS 
Alert’s mean daily insolation values expressed in 
kWh/m

2
/day being quite high (Miami, Florida has a value of 

~5.26 kWh/m
2
/day), making solar a viable option for CFS 

ALERT during the summer months with sufficient energy 
stored for the long winter. 

 

Figure 3.  Variability of incident solar power for HADCS. 

HADCS comprises seven individual links ranging from 
18 to 121 km in length each. The current system operates in 
bands near 1800 and 2100 MHz, and provides 6.3 Mbps 
throughput. Helicopter transport is the only means of access 
to repeater sites [4] as shown in Figure 4.  

In the North, costs of construction per kilometer for FOC 
and microwave links are about equal (approximately 
$65K/km), when serving a population of roughly 300 people. 
Above this number of end users, year round, fiber is less 
expensive [4]. These networks have at least one point of 
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service provisioned via a satellite terrestrial terminal; in 
practice two or more are used to increase dependability. 

  

Figure 4.  A CH-146 Griffon helicopter slings a battery over a repeater 
site. 

GEO satellite systems are well suited for some 
applications in the North. Given that GEO satellites remain 
at the same apparent point in the sky when viewed from a 
corresponding set of locations on Earth having clear line of 
sight, GEO satellite systems as a whole do not require 
tracking antennas on the ground as MEO and LEO systems 
do. This enables the use of lower-cost stationary antennas at 
ground stations, which is particularly advantageous in harsh 
environments where moving parts are undesirable. GEO 
satellite systems provide much of the broadband Internet 
coverage (including some backhaul connectivity) for 
communities in the North. Coverage in Nunavut is currently 
provided by two GEO satellites, Anik F2 and Anik F3, both 
using the C-band mainly between 4-8 GHz, but also using 
the 3.7-4 GHz range, which overlaps with the IEEE S-band 
[4]. 

However, the use of GEO satellite systems in the North 
has drawbacks. Due to geometry and the curvature of Earth, 
there is no clear line-of-sight between equatorial GEO 
satellites and locations above roughly 80 degrees latitude 

North as GEO satellites appear under the location’s southern 
horizon. In practice, communities at latitudes higher than 
about 70 degrees have elevation-look angles to the GEO 
satellite below ten degrees as rays emanating from GEO 
satellite locations are essentially tangential to the ground. 
This leads to increased absorption and scattering of 
microwave frequency signals by the atmosphere more 
generically referred to as absorption, and as signal 
dissipation at higher frequencies due to precipitation (rain, 
snow and ice) more generically referred to as rain fade. The 
five northernmost communities in Nunavut are above 70 
degrees latitude and the dominating factor is absorption as 
precipitation is low overall in the North. 

Perhaps the greatest disadvantage of GEO satellite 
technology use for broadband applications is signal latency: 
due to the propagation distance to and from the satellite, the 
minimum delay for a round trip is 480 ms with a median 
latency of 600 ms. This is an order of magnitude higher than 
fiber and microwave link latency [4] (details below). 

Tests of Mobile Satellite (MSAT) and Iridium 
capabilities for emergency communications in Northern 
Quebec showed insufficiencies. The Canadian MSAT 
system uses GEO satellites, which requires, at such latitude, 
a high-gain antenna and higher off the ground antenna 
mounting (resulting in larger installations, location 
constraints and thus greater costs). These conditions make 
(emergency) operations difficult and cost-ineffective with 
very little room to support emergency response.  

The US commercial Iridium system with its current 
handheld, vehicle-mounted and fixed-remote equipment 
demonstrated different logistic problems, including high cost 
and poor performance of the handheld telephone sets, which 
incidentally usually cannot be used inside manmade 
structures [7].  

The Iridium system was designed to be accessed by small 
handheld telephone sets, the size of a cell phone. 
Omnidirectional antennas, which are small enough to be 
mounted on such an Iridium phone, and the low battery 
power provided, are insufficient to allow the set's radio 
waves to reach a GEO satellite. In order for such a handheld 
phone to communicate with them, the Iridium satellites are at 
LEOs closer to Earth, at about 780 km above the surface. 
With an orbital period of about 100 minutes an Iridium 
satellite can only be in view of a handset for about 7 minutes, 
with the call being automatically "handed off" to another 
satellite when the previous one passes beyond the local 
horizon. This requires a large number of Iridium satellites in 
comparison with GEO satellite based solutions, carefully 
spaced out in polar orbits, to ensure that at least one satellite 
is continually in view from every high latitude point on 
Earth's surface. For seamless coverage at least 66 satellites 
are required, in 6 polar orbits containing 11 satellites each 
(with some inactive spares). 

For a Canadian Arctic Underwater Sentinel 
Experimentation (CAUSE) project, transmission of data over 
a period of 7 months showed that the Iridium Pilot system 
(with an antenna about six meters above ground) did not 
fulfill required expectation [8]. “The Pilot data transfer rate 
for polar transceivers is far less than the advertised rate” [8].  
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IV. ENVISAGED HEO/TAP CONSTELLATIONS 

Current GEO communication satellites leave the poles 
uncovered; consequently, Department of National Defence 
(DND) is exploring options of building the capability or 
acquiring services from commercial providers with future 
plans to cover this area. The initial operational capability is 
tentatively scheduled for 2029.  

Quasi-geostationary coverage of Polar Regions can be 
achieved from HEO satellites. HEO/TAP [3] could be 
considered under the Enhanced Satellite Communications 
Project – Polar (ESCP-P) program to provide dedicated, 
secure and reliable Beyond Line-Of-Sight (BLOS) 
communications for domestic and continental CAF 
operations in the Arctic.  

In accordance with Kepler’s second law, a HEO satellite 
spends most of the time in the vicinity of apogee (i.e., the 
farthest point from the Earth’s surface, farther than GEO). 
The orbit could be oriented in such a way that the apogee is 
over one of the two Polar Regions, so that only two HEO 
satellites can maintain a continuous view of (presence above) 
an entire polar zone [9]. When satellite A leaves the service 
coverage (optimal viewing) zone and heads toward the 
perigee (i.e., the closest point to the Earth’s surface), satellite 
B rises over the same zone to maintain the same complete 
circumpolar region in sight. Interestingly, there are periods 
of several hours per day of coincident (i.e., stereo-like) 
viewing from the two satellites over most of the circumpolar 
service area. Such a system could provide meteorological 
imaging and communication capacity, similar to GEO 
(including high latency aspects), focused on the polar region. 
The first HEO satellite system with a period of rotation equal 
to 12 h called Molniya was implemented for communication 
purposes in 1965. It established that a two-satellite Molniya 
HEO constellation can achieve continuous coverage of the 
polar region 58°–90°N with a Viewing Zenith Angle (VZA) 
less than 70°. Another HEO system—with a 24-h period—
called Tundra is currently used by the satellite Sirius XM 
Radio service operating in North America. Both orbits, 12-h 
Molniya and 24-h Tundra, require HEO satellites to be 
launched with an orbit inclination equal to 63.4°. This value 
called the critical inclination [9], corresponds to a zero rate 
of apogee drift due to the second zonal harmonic of the 
Earth’s gravitational field, and ensures a stable position of 
apogee over the polar zone. If the HEO orbit inclination 
differs from the critical value, then the apogee gradually 
drifts toward the equator, requiring orbital maneuvers to 
maintain the intended orbit position. The farther the orbit 
inclination is from the critical value, the more resources are 
required to maintain the orbit. A drawback associated with 
the 12-h Molniya orbit is the risk linked to hazardous levels 
of ionizing radiation due to the satellite passing through the 
Van Allen belts. The highest danger originates from high-
energy protons. The Molniya orbit crosses the proton 
radiation belts at the region of maximum concentration of 
energetic protons with energies up to several hundred MeV. 
As an alternative, a 16-h TAP HEO orbit was proposed, 
providing similar polar coverage as the Molniya HEO 
system while minimizing the proton ionizing hazards by 

extending the apogee to 43000 km [3]. The TAP orbit has a 
ground track with three apogee points repeatable over two 
days. Such a constellation of two satellites in TAP orbit still 
revisits ground tracks every 24 h.  

V. PERSPECTIVE OF NEW LEO CONSTELLATIONS  

Out of the 11 LEO satellite communications service 
proposals registered (2014 and 2016) with the US Federal 
Communications Commission (FCC), the following three are 
considered based on their maturity [10]: OneWeb, SpaceX 
(Starlink) and Telesat on Ku (12-18 GHz), Ka (27-40 GHz) 
and V (40-75 GHz) bands.  

To ensure access to affordable high-speed Internet 
connectivity across rural and Northern Canada, the 
Government of Canada has invested $85 million and is 
committed to buy up to $600 million of services over 
10 years following launch in 2022 of Telesat’s LEO Satellite 
Constellation [11], which is leveraging Telesat’s worldwide 

rights to ≈4 GHz of Ka-band spectrum. 

The analysis in [10] is summarized as follows: 

 The maximum total system throughput (sellable 
capacity) for OneWeb's, Telesat's and SpaceX's 
constellations are 1.56 Tbps, 2.66 Tbps and 23.7 Tbps 
respectively. 

 A ground segment comprising 42 ground stations will 
suffice to handle all of Telesat's capacity, whereas OneWeb 
will require at least 71 ground stations, and SpaceX will need 
more than 123. And, in this respect, the considerations 
presented here above regarding ground stations are directly 
relevant for LEO coverage in the North, particularly satellite 
tracking antenna functionality. 

 In terms of satellite efficiency (ratio between an 
achieved average data-rate per satellite and its maximum 
data-rate), Telesat's system performs significantly better 
(∼59% vs. SpaceX's 25% and OneWeb's 22%). This is due 
to the use of dual active antennas on each satellite, and the 
lower minimum elevation angle required in their user links. 

 OneWeb's system has a lower throughput than 
Telesat's, even though the number of satellites in the former 
is significantly larger. The main reasons for this are the 
lower data-rate per satellite that results from OneWeb's low-
complexity satellite design, spectrum utilization strategy, 
orbital configuration, and payload design, and particularly 
the absence of Inter Satellite Links (ISLs) to which the 
analysis presented here will return later. 

 If ISLs were to be used in OneWeb's constellation, 
(even with modest data-rates of 5 Gbps), the number of 
ground stations required could be reduced by more than half 
to 27 ground stations. 

“To conclude, our analysis revealed different technical 
strategies among the three proposals. OneWeb's strategy 
focuses on being first-to-market, minimizing risk and 
employing a low-complexity space segment, thus delivering 
lower throughput. In contrast, Telesat's strategy revolves 
around highly-capable satellites and system flexibility (in 
diverse areas, such as: deployment, targeted capacity 
allocation, data routing, etc.), which results in increased 
design complexity. Finally, SpaceX's system is distinctive in 
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its size; although individually each satellite is not 
significantly more complex than Telesat's, the massive 
number of satellites and ground stations increases the risks 
and complexities of the overall system considerably” [10]. 

However, although the massive number of satellites and 
ground stations increases the risks and complexities of the 
overall system considerably, our experience showed that 
with appropriate intelligent/adaptive designs, this offers a 
desirable high level of redundancy and ensures some self-
healing capabilities required for dependable critical 
communication systems supporting vital time-constrained 
activities and operations, both civilian and military. Overall, 
employing such massive numbers of satellites might provide 
room for multifactor synergies beyond the scope of this 
paper briefly mentioned in the Considerations section X 
below. 

It is worth mentioning that LEO satellite data collected 
during the 2014-2016 period for the cited 2019 article [10] 
may have changed considerably from the initial application 
through the FCC given the fast evolution of regulations and 
separately of technologies. According to current knowledge, 
SpaceX made several new applications to evolve the Starlink 
system design to a multi-constellation with three different 
orbit layer patterns, in addition to ISLs and a massive 
number of ground stations to increase connectivity to 
existing terrestrial infrastructure and creating new 
infrastructures where none previously existed. However, the 
current early version of the Starlink satellites do not have 
ISLs but instead they use advanced antenna arrays [12]. 
Given SpaceX linkages with National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA) and United States Department of 
Defense (DoD) (e.g., relative to DARPA’s Blackjack 
program) [13][14], it seems that a possible overarching 
objective is to deploy capabilities for persistent surveillance, 
especially to detect and track hypersonic cruise missiles, 
which provides confidence in considering further synergies 
in the emergency management and preparedness sphere. 

It is worth noticing that Starlink’s beta testing is 
progressing as reported recently by Canada Satellite [15] 
More about Starlink progress could be found on the web as 
per the following references [16][17], as well as reducing 
interference with space observation with SpaceX's Darksat 
[17] which exhibited a 50% reduction although much more is 
required to fulfil the requirement for larger telescopes. 

Several developments since the reference publication 
[10] affect the implementation space. Partly due to COVID-
19 and loss of high-risk funding partners, OneWeb went 
bankrupt in March 2020 while trying to build a satellite 
constellation to deliver broadband. According BBC news, 
the UK is part of a consortium with India's Bharti Global, 
which won a bid to take the company over. Business 
Secretary Alok Sharma said it would help deliver the "first 
UK sovereign space capability". The situation is slightly 
different for Telesat's constellation, which intends to sell part 
of their licensed radio spectrum in order to generate funds for 
building their sophisticated LEO satellite technologies with 
commitments from the Canadian Government [11]. 

VI. TERRESTRIAL ARCHITECTURES 

UAS gateways (either aerostats, hot air balloon, buoyant 
gas air balloon, tethered or free-flying, unpowered or 
powered, dirigibles or high-altitude high-endurance 
autonomous drones) [4] provide possible communication 
solutions that merit discussion. The Internet.org consortium 
has conducted some research into the feasibility of using 
UAS as communication platforms for remote and 
underserved locations [15]. Such UAS would be deployed at 
an altitude of approximately 20 km. By using solar power, 
UAS systems would be capable of maintaining station above 
a geographic location, thereby reducing complexity and cost 
of ground infrastructure when compared to microwave links, 
without requiring active tracking by the antenna on the 
ground typically used for MEO and LEO satellite systems. 
As the UAS would be relatively close to ground, cheaper 
low-power transmitters could be used, while still enabling 
high-throughput communications with low latency. UAS 
would be more susceptible to atmospheric weather than 
satellites. A previous study [4] assessed that this type of 
UAS range extenders might have an availability up to 80%. 
With intervening technology advances, such UAS might be 
sufficiently reliable today for commercial broadband. 

Architecture options offered by new LEO satellite 
constellations and terrestrial communications, such as UAS, 
FOC and HFGW given advances in signal processing, multi-
beam antennas, spatial diversity and low cost software-
defined radios have the potential to substantially improve 
telecommunication systems availability and reliability in the 
North. Figure 5 illustrates a hybrid-technology architecture 
where ISLs and Inter UAS Links (IUASLs) play important 
roles. Long endurance UAS could use solar with hydrogen 
fuel-cells. UAS requiring refueling every six months would 
be ideal (north passage shipping season, tourist season, etc.).  

  

Figure 5.  Simplified proposed Northern Communications Architecture. 

VII. LATENCY  

Now turning to specific technical aspects, the one way 
propagation delay of a message is the amount of time it takes 
to reach its destination from its source. Latency is the delay, 
usually measured in milliseconds (ms), that occurs in a 
round-trip data exchange. Round-Trip Times (RTTs) for 
FOC in large networks [18] using Content Delivery Network 
(CDN) show useful latency around 18 ms over a distance of 
1400 km. HADCS and HFGW offer low latency in this order 
of magnitude at lower data rates.  

High latency typical of GEO satellite links can be very 
disruptive for some applications, such as video conferencing, 
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and could increase risk in remote health delivery applications 
including emergency response and particularly remote 
surgery. Satellite link latencies can also cause low data 
throughput, caused by the default behavior of 
communication protocols, which are optimized for shorter 
distances. A GEO satellite one-way propagation delay is 
approximately 240 ms due to the large distance between 
Earth surface location and the satellite; round-trip delivery of 
a data packet with acknowledgement is approximately 
480 ms. This does not include a network delay, which can 
generally add 50 to 200 ms, depending on where the server is 
located. GEO satellite systems have a median latency of 
nearly 600 ms, which includes a median delay of 120 ms 
incurred by equipment processing speed and network delays 
in both directions. This makes GEO systems unsuitable to 
replace cable or fiber systems for applications requiring low 
latency, particularly impeding machine-to-machine 
interoperation.  

For HEO TAP, with an apogee of 43000 km, the round-
trip time is increased by 16% over GEO, i.e., 558 ms or a 
median latency of 778 ms. Assuming a MEO median orbit of 
19000 km, that is 51% of GEO latency, then MEO median 
latency would be in the order of 306 ms. 

The lower orbits of LEO satellites, however, result in 
latencies much closer to landline quality. The average orbit 
of the proposed constellations is around 1200 km, an average 
round trip of 2400 km, incurring a latency of about 31 ms. 
This is 93.5% improvement over a GEO round trip latency of 
480 ms. If the processing speed of LEOs equals that of 
GEOs then their total median latency would be 151 ms. 
However, OneWeb tune-up, recorded an average latency of 
32 ms in July 2019. As new LEO satellites are designed for 
high throughput, their overall processing time and network 
delay must be lower than those used in legacy GEO systems 
in order to obtain such low latency. 

In this paper, since no large sets of empirical results are 
available for LEO latency, a conservative approach is to use 
selected simulation results from [19] for an optimal Expected 
Latency Minimization (ELM) algorithm used in the 
Software-Defined Networking (SDN) context, which 
addresses more comprehensively the overall network delay 
aspect including fading dependence on atmospherics. An 
interpretation of [19] for its ELM-SDN hypotheses is that 
LEO’s average latency would be around 40 ms with a 
maximum average latency around 90 ms. 

Considering the advantages of LEOs in extending 
telecommunications coverage and throughput of terrestrial 
network communications in the North with appropriate 
gateways, the analysis presented here is extended to include 
experimental findings.  

One challenge of LEO constellations is the frequent 
handover (also known as handoff) between satellites or 
between their multiple spotbeams in a satellite footprint. 
Another challenge stems from terrestrial base station 
tracking antenna pointing limitations not limited to 
temperature dependent non-zero slew. These have a good 
chance to be mitigated for terrestrial base station equipment 
under low energy and cost regimes by the recent and 
expected availability of lower-cost components, such as 

high-speed low-power chip sets and Active Electronically 
Scanned Array (AESA) integrated boards for microwave 
systems in Ka and Ku bands. Use of phased array technology 
is common in satellite radio frequency antennas. 

VIII. PROS AND CONS OF SOME OF THESE OPTIONS 

Next we discuss some radio and LEO channel aspects. 

A. Common radio channel considerations 

Figure 6 illustrates generic terrestrial path loss as 
function of carrier frequency and shows disadvantages of 
transmitting at higher frequencies counterbalanced by higher 
frequencies offering higher throughput. Carrier frequency 
dependence is also present in satellite communications as 
mentioned herein. 

 

Figure 6.  Path loss distance ratio d2/d1 as a function of the carrier 
frequency ratio fc1/fc2 for five base station heights and mobile at one meter 

above ground. 

Many of the problems of poor communications 
performance in remote areas can be alleviated by operating 
communication networks at lower frequencies. Radio-
frequency (RF) passive and active devices, and ancillary 
components, are generally more efficient when operating 
frequencies are reduced from 10 GHz to 10 MHz. A similar 
tendency can be observed in propagation phenomena. 
Interestingly, urban noise increases as the frequency 
decreases but this is of less importance presently in the 
sparsely populated North. Overall, however, effective 
channel capacity and coverage at 150 MHz is superior to that 
at 1.5 GHz, at the same time a frequency allocation problem 
must be addressed (re-allocation of current VHF frequencies 
is required). The gain in energy-transfer efficiency at lower 
frequencies can be illustrated by using a propagation 
prediction model adapted by Hata [20], which estimates the 
power path loss Lp in dB as: 

Lp = 69.55 + 26.16 log10 fc − 13.82 log10 hb − Ahm

+ (44.9 − 6.55 log10 hb) log10 d (1) 

where the carrier frequency fc is in MHz, antenna heights h 
are in m and the distance between the antennas d is in km. 
The effective base station height hb range is from 30 to 
300 m: however, in a deployable system for purposes 
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relevant here, mobiles can be used as relays and the lower 
bound of hb may be set to one meter. The correction factor 
A(hm) in dB is a function of the mobile effective antenna 
height hm and size of the city (the Hata model dealt with an 
urban environment); we neglect this term in our model 
because the North is sparsely populated, in addition hm is set 
to one meter. Applying (1) to two frequencies, fc1 and fc2 
with a ratio fr = fc1/fc2 larger than 1, all the other parameters 
of (1) being the same, and equating the path loss Lp1 = Lp2, d1 
and d2 become the dependent variables. With dr = d2/d1, we 
obtain the following equation: 

dr = fr

(
26.16

44.9−6.55og10 hb
)

 (2) 

Equation (2) indicates that, for a given path loss, we can 
increase the distance between the receiver and the transmitter 
by decreasing the operating frequency of the terrestrial 
wireless communication network, if other factors are 
unchanged. In rural areas, foliage and diffraction models for 
other shadowing effects and surface over-the-horizon radio-
propagation allow the derivation of similar equations. 

Figure 6 allows estimating the increase in radio coverage 
when stepping down from 1500 MHz to 150 MHz. Reducing 
the mobile operating frequency by a factor of 10 extends the 
communication range by a factor of about 5 for a base station 
whose effective antenna height is 30 m. If the cell size were 
5 km for normal service, it might adaptively extend to 25 km 
for an emergency temporary service, reducing the logistic 
burden of covering an area affected by a disaster. Currently, 
the frequency of 700 MHz is allocated for emergency in 
Canada. 

Colman et al. [4] present microwave link systems 
examples. One is operating at 1.8 GHz and the other at 
11 GHz, with similar radiating power. The system at the 
lower frequency offers a free space maximum range of 
333 km while the other, at six times the frequency, qualifies 
for a free space maximum range of 30 km, which is 11 times 
shorter. However, the maximum effective throughput rises 
from 65.4 Mbps to 232 Mbps, which is 3.5 times faster.  

Other considerations include the challenge of powering 
terrestrial systems in the North briefly presented above in 
Section III. Sources like solar and wind mill power could be 
combined with sodium-ion batteries, operable at low 
temperatures. 

These considerations apply with due change in 
particulars to generic mobile units, including airborne, and 
equally apply to UAS providing cell phone tower 
functionality. 

B. LEO channel analysis 

Equally, when a satellite is in direct line above a UAS, a 
ground station or a mobile transceiver, this is the shortest 
path, the Doppler effect is null, the signal is at its maximum 
level and usually is less affected by various atmospheric 
phenomena (cloud, rain, snow fall) aside from possible 
multiple ground or nearby structures’ reflections. The signal 
is composed of a main direct ray and several secondary 

reflections. Such a channel displays fades statistics following 
a Rician distribution. 

  

Figure 7.  Moving ground or air terminal and LEO satellites. 

However, when the satellite ascends (rises) above the 
horizon (positive Doppler shift) or descends (sets) toward the 
horizon (negative Doppler shift), i.e., at low elevation angles 
(δ) above the horizon as shown in Figure 7, the slant range 
path of the signal is close to the maximum useable distance 
before being completely shadowed by Earth’s curvature. 
Note that polar orbit LEOs could rise from the North and 
later from the South over their complete orbit cycle since 
during a cycle the orbit path turn around Earth (East-West). 
In the following equations we assume that the mobile 
terminal is at a negligible height altitude. For UAS and 
aircraft at high altitudes these equations need to be modified. 
For a ground terminal, when δ is equal to zero, the slant 
distance sd can be expressed as follows: 

sd = √h2 + 2hRe
  (3) 

with h = 1200 km and Re = 6378 km, sd = 4100 km. In order 
to ensure a sufficient signal strength level, LEO satellite 
constellation designers select a minimum δ large enough to 
ensure a useful workable Quality of Service (QoS). For 
example Telesat set δ to a minimum of 20°. Equation (4) 
[21] provides sd as function of δ: 

sd = Re (√(
h+Re

Re
)

2

− cos2 δ  −   sin δ), (4) 

which for δ = 20° gives an sd of 2453 km. Equation (4) can 
be verified with δ = 90°, which corresponds to the shortest 
distance value, i.e., sd = h as expected where the Doppler 
shift is null. Free space Line of Sight (LoS) path loss for 
each of these distances at 50 GHz (wavelength of 6 mm in 
the V band) are respectively 198.6 dB, 194.2 dB and 188 dB. 
Doubling range distance requires a four-fold increase in 
power for a 6 dB path loss increase at 20° of elevation. It is 
worst at 0° with about 10 dB or a power ratio of 10 just for 
the free space loss. However, as the elevation angle δ 
decreases, more adverse atmospheric phenomena will add to 
the total path loss, e.g., a cloud may add another 7 dB loss at 
that frequency.  
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In addition, the weaker (faint) received signal shows 
more Rayleigh fading, and is more prone to adjacent channel 
and jamming signal interference. At small elevation angles, 
sd is larger, the signal level is lower; the main path competes 
with relatively strong multipath reflections in addition to 
being more exposed to atmospheric phenomena over longer 
distances. Such a channel would likely display deeper and 
more frequent amplitude fades departing from the Rician 
distribution, however, following a Rayleigh distribution as 
hypothesized in [22]. 

Amplitude measurements of the received radio signal 
reveal time-varying characteristics resulting from 
propagation phenomena. When contributions to the total 
received energy arrive from a large number of reflections, 
giving a uniform distribution of phases each with similar 
amplitude, the resulting signal displays Rayleigh amplitude 
statistics. If a single contribution dominates, the total signal 
displays Rician amplitude statistics. When contributions 
arrive from only a limited solid angle around the receiver, 
the amplitude may follow either a Weibull or a log-normal 
distribution. In real situations, constant configuration 
changes as scenarios evolve lead to amplitude statistics that 
may vary considerably. For example, to address this variety 
of conditions, the Loo distribution offers an adaptation as 
function of the elevation angles [23]. 

The speed of a LEO satellite relative to a fixed ground 
station Vs can be expressed as function of its orbital period 
[24] as follows: 

Vs = √
µ𝐿

h+Re
. (5) 

where µL is Kepler’s constant 398600 km
3
/s

2
. Consequently 

the Doppler shift fds as function of the elevation angle and 
the carrier frequency [24] is: 

fds = √
VsR𝑒f𝑐 cos δ

C(h+Re)
. (6) 

Using (5) and (6) we find that fds = 1059 kHz for 
h = 1000 km, Vs = 7.35 km/s, and fc = 50 GHz. These values 
represent significant challenges for data links relevant in this 
present study. 

The available time to an initial connection to a LEO 
satellite, or one of its spotbeams, could be shorter than 3 
minutes, hence the frequent need to access a newly visible 
channel. To address this, in view of challenges with Iridium 
presented in Section III above, there are a variety of handoff 
management approaches reported in [25][26]. Some address 
land mobile systems using terrestrial base stations. Here, we 
are more concerned with satellite-to-satellite handover [27] 
and between spotbeams, both inter and intra-satellite 
spotbeam handovers [28] serving terrestrial fixed or mobile 
users, base stations, gateways and UAS.  

Some definitions from [29] for typical cellular 
deployments are reused for relevant purposes here. “A hard 
handover is one in which the channel in the source cell is 
released and only then the channel in the target cell is 
engaged. Thus the connection to the source is broken before 

or 'as' the connection to the target is made—for this reason 
such handovers are also known as break-before-make. Hard 
handovers are intended to be instantaneous in order to 
minimize the disruption to the call. When the mobile is 
between base stations, then the mobile can switch with any 
of the base stations, so the base stations bounce the link with 
the mobile back and forth. A soft handover is one, in which 
the channel in the source cell is retained and used for a while 
in parallel with the channel in the target cell. In this case the 
connection to the target is established before the connection 
to the source is broken, hence this handover is called make-
before-break. The interval, during which the two connections 
are used in parallel, may be brief or substantial. Soft 
handovers may involve using connections to more than two 
cells: connections to three, four or more cells can be 
maintained by one phone at the same time. The latter is more 
advantageous, and when such combining is performed both 
in the downlink (forward link) and the uplink (reverse link) 
the handover is termed as softer. Softer handovers are 
possible when the cells involved in the handovers have a 
single cell site.” 

Problems with hard handover are the possibility of lost 
packets, lost requests to repeat them, cost of packet 
resequencing and consequently additional delays. Soft 
handover may monopolize more channel resources while 
being seamless to end users. As reported in [29], there are 
advanced soft handover approaches that better optimize 
retention of channel resources and reduce latency. 

IX. RADIO CHANNELS TO SUPPORT OPPERATIONS 

This section is based on the author’s work [30], to which 
unpublished material is added illustrating the challenges of 
digital communications between collaborating entities for 
deployed operations. It illustrates how difficult it is to 
correctly assess the effective channel capacity in the context 
of several concurrent operations. The channel capacity is the 
most stringent factor affecting the performance of distributed 
information systems made up of mobile-computing nodes 
communicating via digital radios [31][32][33][34]. In the 
following analysis it is assumed that the distributed 
algorithms used are optimal for certain operational loads and 
observe that optimization is rapidly lost below a certain 
information exchange threshold [35]. To estimate the 
performance of such distributed algorithms accurately, 
several analytical and simulation models supported by 
experimental results have been proposed in [36][37]. In the 
majority of cases the models show that spatial and temporal 
statistical distributions of interrelated phenomena cannot be 
replaced by mean values without leading to large errors.  

In operations such as SAR [38], emergency evacuation 
and forest-fire fighting, mobile units can be aircraft, 
helicopters, unmanned vehicles [39], trucks, all-terrain 
vehicles and backpacks. For this section we assume that 
information is shared via the radios in order to develop a 
common operational picture via a distributed database. Each 
mobile unit automatically reports its position to other 
participants on pre-established schedules. Decision makers 
coordinate operations with the aid of computers 
(accumulated information, geodisplay, decision support) and 
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send appropriate control messages to participants via 
respective participant communication network nodes. Digital 
voice competes with the transmission of computer data. 

For mobile computing, where purely digital data are 
exchanged over channels subject to Rayleigh fading, the 
effective channel capacity (throughput) decreases with an 
increase in relative velocity between communicating nodes 
for certain combinations of signal modulation, bit coding and 
error control protocols. This phenomenon is expected to be 
exacerbated when applied from terrestrial deployments, 
where relative velocities are at worst in the 100’s km/h, to 
LEO satellites and UAS gateways where relative velocities 
are at least an order of magnitude greater. 

Next, simulation results are presented illustrating the 
need to take into account the range of relative velocities 
encountered between communicating participating mobile 
computing nodes in order to estimate the performance of the 
associated distributed systems accurately. Without 
dismissing other challenges such as tracking the variation of 
the carrier frequency due to high maneuverability, speed and 
acceleration of the mobile computing node platform, 
especially when the Doppler shift changes sign, we focus on 
the problem of what to do when packet errors occur due to 
fast-fade phenomena, despite average Signal-to-Noise Ratios 
(SNRs) being adequate. 

We investigate the performance of two different error-
control schemes combining certain error-control techniques. 
The basic scheme uses error detection in a Selective-Repeat 
(SR) Automatic Repeat-reQuest (ARQ) scheme, SR-ARQ 
[36]. The other, a hybrid error-control scheme, adds forward-
error correction (FEC), SR-ARQ/FEC [40]. For both 
schemes, Rayleigh-fading channels are assumed for 
participating nodes moving at relative velocities between 5 
and 500 km/h (100 to 1 000 km/h in [41]). 

The channel access scheme, a roll-call polling [42][43], 
is an energy efficient scheme employed in some distributed 
mobile applications including NATO tactical data exchange 
LINK-11 and is used here to illustrate aspects of the error-
control protocols when sharing fast-aging information. It 
assumes that a master communication node is trying to 
gather information from other coordinated participating 
communication nodes and is the only node controlling 
channel access. Coordinated nodes wait until they are 
requested to send their updated data; if they have none, they 
return only a control packet with an acknowledgment 
(ACK). If no error-free response is received by the master 
node after a predefined delay, it polls the next participant 
node in its list. Reasons for no response include: 1- loss of 
radio connectivity to the intended participant node, 2- loss of 
radio connectivity from the participating node to the master, 
3- collisions due to a previous loss of radio connectivity, and 
4- radio silence either imposed at the queried participating 
node’s platform or due to a fault. 

A. Motivation 

Assuming that many wireless systems will continue to 
exchange data using existing deployed radios with 
appropriate modified modes of operation, and/or internal or 
external upgrades, until new high-performance digital radios 

become more affordable, it is appropriate to present 
simulation and analysis results that point out the crucial 
tradeoffs to be made in link error control, to make best use of 
the scarce mobile-radio bandwidth. The effective channel 
capacity and error rate are highly variable and dependent on 
a variety of environmental factors. Such modified modes of 
operation, and/or internal or external upgrades, include 
interfaces to current radios, channel access schemes, error 
control, signal monitoring, automatic position reporting and 
interfaces to application computer systems. The selection 
presented takes into account recent interoperability trends 
within the telecommunications industry, where two types of 
circuit-mode services are used for computer-to-computer file 
transfer [44]: 

1. Nontransparent: this service employs a radio link 
protocol that protects data during the mobile radio-
transmission segment (as opposed to transmission over other 
media such as cable and/or satellite) including ARQ, FEC 
and flow control. Because of variable conditions in the 
mobile segment, effective user channel capacity decreases 
and delay increases as more packets received with errors 
must be retransmitted to maintain transmitted data integrity. 
Radio-channel bit-error rate is around 10

-2
 while most 

applications require data with bit-error rates better than 10
-6

. 
This demands adherence to tight requirements on signal 
modulation, FEC, ARQ and flow-control combinations of 
such systems. 

2. Transparent: this service employs FEC exclusively, 
i.e., without flow control or ARQ. Users must pre-establish a 
communication data rate and delay. 

Research and development efforts for Asynchronous 
Transfer Mode (ATM) architecture suitable for mobile 
computing (civilian or military) may offer an alternative. 

Figure 8 shows a model of the signal radiated by a 
mobile transmitter moving at velocity v2 and affected by 
multiple reflectors, scatterers, diffraction layers and other 
propagation effects (e.g., free-space loss and shadowing), 
reaching another mobile receiver moving at velocity v1. 
When a transmitter moves, its forward wave experiences an 
increase in carrier frequency and its backward wave a 
decrease; and at a stationary receiver corresponding positive 
and negative Doppler frequency shifts are experienced, 
respectively (∆f1 = ± v1 / carrier wavelength). Similar effects 
occur due to a moving receiver: in the direction of the 
incoming wave front induces a positive Doppler frequency 
and vice versa. Because of multipath propagation due to 
scattering, diffraction and reflection, each received signal is 
represented by a complex vector sum (amplitudes, phases 
and Doppler shifts). In this paper we assume that the 
equivalent maximum Doppler frequency to be used in the 
Rayleigh fading model is the sum of the maximum 
contributions due to the two mobile platform transceiver 
velocities v1 and v2, that is ∆f = ∆f1 + ∆f2. By extension, for 
LEO satellites communicating with a moving air or ground 
platform, the spreading of the received signal is limited to 
this value. For this paper we assume that the fade rate 
depends on the scalar sum of the two mobile (node) 
transceiver platforms’ velocities (v1 + v2) relative to ground. 
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Figure 8.  Transmission and reception of wave contributors for moving 
ground or space platforms. 

Free-space path loss, clouds, (rain and/or snow) 
precipitation shadowing and slow fading, as well as the total 
noise, determine the local mean value of the observed 
instantaneous SNR. In the presented model, it is assumed 
that this SNR local mean is constant over the time required 
to transmit either: one bit, word, code word or packet. Path 
losses beyond the Gaussian reference are assumed to be due 
to fast fading following a Rayleigh distribution. 

In [30], we selected a Rayleigh fading model for the fast-
fade process, which is not limited to the case, in which 
adjacent bit errors are independent; the simulation also 
computes dependent bit errors when the in-fade period 
overlaps several bits. It is worth noting that the average fade 
duration is inversely proportional to the combined speeds of 
the mobile nodes, so it is also related to the Doppler shift. In 
addition, the number of bits affected depends on the bit rate. 
In most practical cases this distribution of fades causes 
higher word-, cell- or packet-error rates than if fades 
followed a normal, Gaussian or Rician distribution [45][46]. 
This model also assumes a mobile unit communicating to a 
base station, moving gateway, including UAS or LEO, or 
another mobile unit; consequently, the fade rate depends 
mainly on the mobile unit velocity, or both velocities, and 
the receiver local mean SNR. In such a case, given constant 
signal mean and threshold values, the time intervals between 
fades follow an exponential law and the time duration of 
fades obeys a Rayleigh law. 

B. Error Detection 

For most coding schemes we can use the following 
identification standard: (c, k) NAME-ID, for coding k 
information bits into c code bits with algorithm NAME-ID. 
In coding theory, notion of “perfect codes”, which for binary 
repetition codes, are capable of correcting 0 to (c - 1)/2 
errors, i.e., (c, k = 1) codes with only one bit of information 
since k = 1 (other “perfect codes” include the unique three-
error-correcting (23, 12) binary and two-error-correcting 
(11, 6) ternary Golay codes). In general, these “perfect 

codes” are not suitable in terms of communication efficiency 
with unacceptably low code rates (1/c, for binary repetition 
codes). Error detection in our simulation is assumed to be 
perfect, i.e., all erroneous streams of c bits are detected. This 
is not the case for a real-world decoder, whose error-
detection capability is limited: for large bit-error rates, the 
probability of undetected erroneous codes is not negligible. 
The assumption of perfect error detection suffices for 
practical purposes here, however, and is current practice in 
network simulation except when the performance of error-
control techniques must itself be assessed specifically. 

From simple information theory considerations, for 
independent error probabilities of adjacent bits, the code-
word-error rate [45] without error correction is: 

P(t=0, e=0) = 1- (1-pbe)c (7) 

In (7) parameter t is the number of errors that a decoder 
can correct and e is the maximum number of errors 
acceptable in a received code word of c bits to deliver a 
correct code word: for decoders without error correction both 
parameters are zero. The channel bit-error rate is pbe. For 
Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) over Rayleigh fading 
with 30 dB SNR, pbe can be around 0.0003 and for a code of 
330 bits, P is 0.006 [46]. 

In our simulation, perfect error detection capability 
means that the decoder delivers a correct diagnostic with 
probability of one for any error pattern even when e = c. 

The encoding scheme maps k user-information bits onto 
code-words of c bits, with c > k. The c-bit streams are 
designed to be more distinguishable among themselves in 
noisy conditions than the original k-bit streams, but this 
encoding increases the necessary transmitted bit rate by c/k.  

C. Error Correction 

When error probabilities of adjacent bits are independent, 
the code-word-error rate [45] with an error-correction 
capability of t code-word bits is: 

 
(8) 

We maintain the e = c condition for perfect-error 
detection. However, the condition on e for the decoder to 

deliver correct-code words is e  t. Because our simulation 
considers the possibility of non-independent error 
probabilities of adjacent bits or of any set of bits in a code 

word, we cannot use (8). However, the conditions e  c for 

detection and e  t for error correction are valid. 
Code-word errors are generated in the simulation 

according to the Rayleigh statistical fading model using a 
constant threshold [36]. Given perfect-error detection as 
indicated above, code words with t and fewer bit errors are 
corrected. Otherwise for e > t, the word is not corrected by 
the simulated error-correction decoder; and further actions to 
correct the word rely on the error-control protocols discussed 
in the next section. When e > t, real decoders induce new 
errors with a high probability; and usually the number of 
errors e' in the delivered word is limited as follows: 
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(e - t)  e'  (e + t). We infer from previous work [36] that a 
word is in error if the sum e of all its bits affected by fading 
is larger than the decoder error-correction capability: e > t. 

The highest code rate or code efficiency is 1; this occurs 
only without coding and overhead. Otherwise, code rates r 
are smaller than 1 with a number (bo > 0) of overhead bits 
added to the number k of information bits to give a code-
word length c = k + bo. Consequently the code rate is 

r = k / c, and therefore r  1. The bit rate after coding is 
rc = rs / r = crs / k, where rs (in bit/s) is the rate, at which k 
uncoded information bits can be sent. Consequently, the bit 
rate after coding is larger than before coding for a constant 

transmission time, rc  rs. This means that if zero error is 
experienced by a message of k bits, then the message is 
received correctly at the sink without a need for coding; 
though that fact is not known in advance. Nevertheless 
adding coding means that k + bo bits must be transmitted 
instead of k; a loss in channel “capacity” proportional to the 
inverse of the ratio r, i.e., the inverse of the code rate without 
errors. For clarity, the bit-error rate indicates that only an 
average of 1 - pbe of the bits are correct, without the receiver 
knowing which ones are wrong. 

D. Packet  

A packet in our model can be defined as one code word 
(number of code words nc = 1) or multiple code words 
(nc > 1). The packet length is defined as Lp = Ld + Lo, where 
Ld is the total number of data bits (Ld = nc c) and Lo is the 
total number of overhead bits (Lo = nc bo). More efficient 
coding can be obtained when error detection and correction 
are suitably selected, e.g., Viterbi decoding of short-
constraint-length convolutional codes with a coding gain of 
4.7 dB combined with a high code rate BCH code [46], 
which is beyond the scope of this paper. 

The packet overhead Lo has three overhead components: 
Lop for the protocol, Lod for error detection and control, and 
Loc for error correction alone. In this study, we maintain a 
sufficiently large Lo to satisfy the assumption of perfect error 
detection for the two types of packets used: data packets that 
contain user payload data, and control packets that contain 
information for node control, channel sensing and packet 
sequencing. The addition of training sequences may not be 
necessary since data packets are preceded by one control 
packet for the roll-call protocol. 

According to the above definitions and choice of 
simulation parameters, we find that the code rate cannot 
exceed Ld / (Ld + Lo). The code rate is further limited since 
Lo contains information about the data and some aspect of 
the previous state of communicating nodes. One advantage 
of having Loc, Lod and Lop defined independently in the 
simulator is the ability to account accurately for overhead 
even when one of the parameters is set to zero, e.g., when t is 
zero, there is still some overhead associated with the error 
detection required by the selective-repeat error-control 
protocol. This accurate accounting of overhead is essential in 
measuring the effective channel capacity or user data rate: 
the amount of user information bits accurately transferred 
over a period of time in a given set of conditions, e.g., SNR 
in bandwidth, error-control techniques, modulation, channel-

access protocol, environmental and operational parameters, 
and node load. 

E. Protocols used 

1) Error-Control Protocols 
In the preceding section we discussed two means for 

controlling errors and information accuracy (code-word-error 
detection and correction) that are “forward-error-control” 
techniques, using the forward channel from a source to a sink 
of information. We further consider the possibility of a 
feedback channel from the receiver to the transmitter node, 
permuting these roles in order to feed back cues about 
transmission success(es) to the source. Error-control 
protocols are designed to use results of measurements made 
on immediate and previous observations of information 
accuracy and signal statistics at destination nodes. These 
results are then sent back to the source (feedback) where 
specific outcomes from the perceived accuracy and 
timeliness of delivered information allow automated 
counterbalancing actions to be triggered to correct observed 
situations; actions based on the feedback and based on a 
specific strategy. Here, error detection involves assessing the 
accuracy of the received message based on algebraic and 
probabilistic considerations.  

Communicating units—the transmitter and the 
receiver(s)—store packets and node state variables using 
unique identifiers in order to distribute common references 
and to cooperate in the task of transferring user data from 
node to node correctly. When a packet is rejected by the 
decoder, an unambiguous request can be made for its 
retransmission. 

For practical reasons (maximum allowable delay, buffer 
size and sequencing indices) the total number of outstanding 
packets must be limited. Raising this maximum increases the 
overhead needed to maintain coherent, unambiguous packet 
identification among participant nodes in the network. Also, 
it implies a larger total time to complete a full transmission 
cycle (the maximum delay in the case of correct delivery of a 
piece of information after some errors).  

For tactical/fast aging data, the end users are generally 
more concerned with the most recent sensor measurement 
updates. Since both packet overhead and delivery time must 
be minimized for concurrent communication efficiency—
especially for tactical/fast-aging data [35] over digital radios 
(less stringent for passive video playback)—as few as 11 bits 
can be used for sequencing. Other packet overhead bits are 
required for error detection and correction. Control packets 
contain a time-history of a receiver’s perception of 
status/information and signal quality and in our study also 
convey channel-access information.  

The resulting maximum value of latency depends on the 
maximum bit rate and maximum total number of outstanding 
packets. Practical considerations relevant here to fast aging 
data include a similarity between some types of tactical data 
and remote medicine delivery data in the sense that a most 
recent velocity (computed differences from measured 
locations) and a most recent heart beat rate (a time average) 
are important. In each application, the most recent 
measurement (GPS location / heart beat) can be absent, due 
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to packet loss in transport, if the velocity / heart beat rate are 
statistically reliable. Receiver’s perception can be slightly 
variable depending on whether such statistics are transmitted 
from source or computed at receiver. Conversely, in SAR 
operations all possible available real data is invaluable 
regardless of radio telecommunications network delay.  

2) Selective-Repeat without Forward-Error Correction 
ARQ schemes and protocols fall in the feedback-error-

control technique family and are by far the oldest and most 
widely applied error-control protocols in use today [46]. 
ARQ schemes have three important sub-classes: Stop-and-
Wait ARQ (SW-ARQ), continuous per se or Go-Back-N 
ARQ (GBN-ARQ), and continuous ARQ with selected 
repeats or Selective-Repeat ARQ (SR-ARQ). The last 
scheme, SR-ARQ, is more efficient with respect to effective 
channel capacity than the other two [45]. However, it is also 
the most complex of the three sub-classes. 

We selected a basic SR-ARQ strategy with the 
previously defined perfect-error detector for one set of 
simulation parameters. The protocol always tries to identify 
problems with received packets; and a report identifying 
damaged packets is sent back to the sender. As is the case for 
any other transmission, this report itself can be disturbed 
during transmission over the radio channel, the sender may 
not be informed that a transmitted packet never reached its 
destination or that the ACK for this packet was disturbed on 
the return path. We did not limit the simulation to the 
noiseless feedback channel usually assumed in ARQ 
performance analyses [46] in order to account for more 
practical use situations. 

In our protocol, we assume that a source tries to send a 
packet in its queue until the source receives, without error, a 
confirmation that the packet has been received correctly. At 
each transmission opportunity, a source node transmits N 
packets. If Ns of them are not perceived by the source node 
to be correctly received at the destination node, only N - Ns 
new packets are taken off the source queue. This decision is 
made at every transmission opportunity, based on either no 
confirmation whatsoever, so Ns = N, or the correct reception 
of a control packet indicating Ns packets were determined to 
be in error by the destination node at its previous reception 
opportunity. 

3) Selective-Repeat with Forward-Error Correction 
Combinations of FEC with basic SR-ARQ strategies are 

called hybrid SR-ARQs. Some improved combinations use a 
decoding scheme employing multiple copies of a packet that 
were retransmitted because the first copy was in error. We 
elected to use FEC on a single packet copy, though this 
strategy is less efficient than the improved SR-ARQ/FEC, 
which employs multiple copies of a retransmitted packet 
(erasures and multiple copies) [37]; in most practical cases 
the selected scheme is less complex for only a small loss in 
performance. The important distinction is that in addition to 
perfect-error detection we add perfect-error correction, for up 
to t bits of a packet. 

As previously, the protocol always tries to identify 
problems with received packets. If a packet has t or fewer 
errors, its error status is “no error in packet” and an ACK 
report is sent towards the source node. This ACK report is 

piggybacked in a Control Packet (CP in Figure 9) with some 
FEC, not necessarily a packet of the same length as a data 
payload packet. In general, control packets can be shorter 
than data packets. Although shorter packets are less likely to 
be damaged by an in-fade signal, they remain vulnerable 
during their transmission over the radio channel. As 
previously, the sender may not find out that one of its 
transmitted packets never reached its destination or that the 
ACK report was disturbed in transport via the feedback 
channel; with FEC on both types of packets, this happens 
less frequently than without error correction. 

4) Representation of the Simulated Protocols 
The protocols simulated are illustrated in Figure 9. We 

present their process flows by walking through the polling 
cycle over all the participant nodes (or participating unit 
labelled PU in the illustration), taking the following steps for 
each: 

1. Master: select as current PU the next PU in the 
network. 

2. Master: read the ACK from the previous transmission 
opportunity of this PU and send a request based on this ACK 
with an indication of the number of packets the master will 
send after this control packet. 

3. Master: send its packet(s), if any. 
4. PU: send a control packet including an ACK for the 

last master packet if it was received correctly, do nothing 
otherwise. 

5. PU: send packet(s), if there are any and if a control 
packet was sent in the previous step. 

6. Master: listen for a reply just after own transmission; 
if the PU’s control packet is received correctly then record 
an ACK for this PU data packet (it may be a zero data 
packet); otherwise, after waiting one polling period, record a 
null ACK for this PU. 

7. Master: continue cycling (optional end of cycle: pause 
to allow new PUs to join the net), and return to step 1. 

F. Selected parameter values for the cases studied 

We observed the packet-error rate (our dependent 
variable) as a function of the combined velocity of the 
communicating platforms (mobile computing nodes, UAS, 
LEO satellite), our main independent variable. Although, the 
simulation can estimate the effect of packet collision for the 
protocol of Figure 9, we did not select this mode for the 
results presented for concordance with the material presented 
in [47]. For similar reasons, we present participating node 
packet-error rates for a saturated network, that is: when the 
probability of having N packets in each transmitting queue 
converges to one or when the normalized offered traffic is 
equal to or greater than one. For conciseness, we do not 
present results for user message delay and effective channel 
capacity as functions of the relative velocity, since they are 
consistent with the results presented in [47]: they follow the 
packet-error rate. 
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Figure 9.  Selective repeat ARQ (with FEC, t  1) with the roll-call control 

protocol. 

We selected three operational control pairs of values of 
packet overhead Lo. The first pair simulates a network 
without error-correction capability, with Lo set to 30 and 20 
bits out of 300 information and 200 control bits respectively. 
In Figure 10, results for this case are labeled t = 0. The two 
other operational control pairs correspond to networks with 
FEC capabilities. The simulation uses extraneous bits in 
addition to the 30 and 20 bits specified previously to increase 
the overhead by the required number of supplementary bits 
for correcting t errors: Loc = 2t. In Figure 10, results for these 
cases are labeled t = 2 and t = 3 respectively. The two pairs 
of Loc for error correction capabilities include one pair with 4 
bits for data and 3 bits for control packets, which provide 2 
bits and one bit of correction respectively, and another pair 
of Loc for 6 bits and 4 bits, which provide 3 bits and 2 bits of 
correction for data and control packets respectively. 

Using the selected Rayleigh fading model, high SNRs are 
associated with small values of the threshold-to-signal ratio 

. Results for  = 0.001 are associated with a SNR of 30 dB 
in [47]. 

We assume binary modulation. The symbol period is 

Ts = 1 / rc = 50 s for a transmission of coded bits at 20 kb/s. 
We set the values for v1 + v2 from 36 km/h to 936 km/h. 
These values are typical of: mobile computing platforms in 
range of a cellular communications tower or in radio 
communication range of a UAS. For a wavelength of 0.5 m 
the carrier frequency is 600 MHz and the maximum Doppler 
frequency ranges between 20 and 520 Hz. Since the mean 

value of the in-fade period can be longer than the symbol 
transmission period, bursts of errors are expected at low 
Doppler frequencies. The largest packet period is 16.8 ms, 
which most of the time is shorter than the no-fade interval 

for  = 0.001. For smaller SNR, packets will be affected by 
multiple fades (multiple bursts of errors); using larger 
symbols than binary will reduce this effect. The number of 
information packets N per error-control protocol cycle is set 
to three for the results presented. However, the model has 
been investigated by setting N as large as 20. The number of 
nodes including the master is three for the results presented. 
The roll-call cycle time has no influence on the results 
presented and will be used in evaluating the performance of 
the distributed system. 

G. Information Packet-Error Rate versus the Effective 

Channel Capacity 

We define the information packet-error rate (PE) as the 
ratio of the number of retransmitted information packets 
relative to the total number of information packets sent 
including retransmissions. The normalized effective channel 
capacity or user’s data rate (U) can be defined as the ratio of 
the number of correctly received information bits divided by 
the total number of bits transmitted: 

U =
(1 − 𝑃𝐸  )(NLdi)

N(Ldi + Lopi + Lodi + Loci) + Ldc + Lopc + Lodc + Locc

 (9) 

The vertical axis on the right of the graph in Figure 10 
shows the resulting effective channel capacity for t = 3, 
which corresponds to 1 - PE multiplied by 0.73. With t = 0 
the multiplier is 0.74. Consequently, there is no need to 
present separate graphs showing the effective channel 
capacities for the three multipliers since differences would 
not be noticeable. The dominant distinctions between the 
three error-control schemes are accounted for in PE. 

Given a fairly high constant mean SNR (30 dB), 
Figure 10 confirms the expected dependence of packet-error 
rates on velocity or Doppler frequency. This commonly 
observed Rayleigh fading channel condition for mobile 
radios is the most severe and difficult to overcome (except 
for Nakagami fading with a parameter smaller than one 
[48]): it usually causes the highest packet-error rate with a 
fade rate that increases with the relative velocities of the 
communicating nodes (mobile units, UAS, LEO satellites, 
gateways, towers, etc.) Similar results for fast-fading 
performance [49] support these findings. 

In Figure 10, we also provide a typical result for packet-
error rate assuming an additive white Gaussian noise 
(AWGN) channel model for the same SNR. This is a typical 
result from mean value analyses and valid for many 
combinations of noise, amplitude variation, modulation and 
coding. In this type of analysis the fading process is not 
velocity dependent. The AWGN performance measurements 
do not display the appropriate distribution statistics for 
mobile computing. 
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Figure 10.  Selective repeat ARQ (with FEC, t  1) with the roll-call control 

protocol. 

Figure 10 needs to be adapted for higher carrier 
frequency, bit rate, packet length, code ratio and speed. If all 
these parameters are proportionally increased, one may 
observe similar results, i.e., when LEO is at low elevation, 
the mean SNR will be low (largest slant distance), with the 
perceived speed and Doppler near its maximum, this 
corresponds to higher error rates with no FEC (t=0) in 
Figure 10. While ascending to the shortest distance (equal to 
the orbit altitude) over a participating node location, a 
maximum SNR and lower Doppler shift will be attained, as 
for Figure 10 lowest speed.  

H. Power Required for Equivalent FEC Performance 

Through simulation we found that an increase in transmit 
power, labeled i1:2 in Figure 10, required to bring the 
packet-error rate indicated by r1 in Figure 10 to the level 
indicated by r2 is i1:2 = 5 (to decrease the error rate at r1 to 
that observed at r2 we need to increase the current power 
used by a factor of 5, e.g., from 5 W to 25 W). To obtain the 
same error rate without FEC, five times the power used with 
FEC that can correct two errors is required. The power 
increase, i2:3, required to decrease the error rate from r2 to 
r3 is i2:3 = 332. The power increase, i1:3, from r1 to r3 is 
not equal to i1:2 + i2:3; the requirement is i1:3 = 1250 or 
from 5 W to 6 kW, a generally unacceptable value for typical 
long term operation of mobile and handheld units. However, 
it may be a desirable mode of emergency operation, for 
example in support of SAR, wherein a powered radio 
typically operating continuously is switched to a sporadic 
high power transmission mode to maximize use of an 
emergency power battery. These three values were estimated 
in the same way as all other point estimates used to produce 
the chart in Figure 10 and are consequently based on 
statistics on random variables. The relation between these 

variables seems to be i1:2  i2:3 = i1:3 with 

5  332 = 1660 1250. With more samples of this nature we 
can develop an empirical model expressing the required 
power ratio as a function of system conditions and parameter 
values.  

Increasing the average SNR by increasing the power of 
the transmitters to maintain a sufficient data rate is not 
practical for most mobile applications. A better approach 
would be to use additional coding and processing gain, e.g., 

FEC and power spreading. Here we assume that FEC acts to 
introduce time diversity and spread spectrum as frequency 
diversity, and both alleviate the impact of high fade rates on 
packet-error rates as relative velocities increase. For tactical 
operations, this can provide some level of resistance to 
jamming through coding to mitigate some level of signal 
jamming during adversarial attacks. However, with spread 
spectrum, one can spread the energy of the transmitted signal 
to a point where it is buried in noise, making it less 
detectable by basic/legacy electronic support measures 
systems, although still detectable by more advanced systems. 
The resulting data rate is higher at high relative velocities but 
slightly lower at low velocities, making the achievable 
effective channel capacity more nearly constant over a range 
of velocities. 

The effective channel capacity penalty due to coding is 
merely a small decrease in the maximum data rate available 
at negligible relative velocities. Figure 10 shows the total 
energy saving achievable for the considered system if signal 
processing, 2 or 3 bit FEC capability, is used instead of 
higher transmitted power [48]. Using coding and spreading 
the baseband signal are techniques known to be 
implementation efficient. For lower SNR and to meet some 
mobile computing requirements, more coding and processing 
gain might be required than what is used in our examples. 

I. Distribution of Packet-Error Rate Mean Values 

We selected the point r2 from Figure 10 to explore the 
smoothness of the stochastic processes simulated. As 
presented in the frequency histogram of Figure 11, there is 
indication of a good match to a normal distribution of the 
mean values (point estimates) of the packet-error rate. Note 
that this normal distribution of mean values of the packet-
error rate computed from 600 independent simulation runs 
seems to be expressed naturally from the statistical processes 
at play. The temporal distribution of the packets 
experiencing error(s) cannot be deduced from these results. 
Accurate performance evaluation of distributed algorithms 
requires considering distributional dimensions of the 
underlying systems. 

  

Figure 11.  Statistical distribution of point estimates of the packet-error rate 
found from 600 independent simulation runs. 

J. Asymmetry 

The improvement for a small FEC capability increase on 
packets, from 2 to 3 bits, affects error rates experienced by 
all participant nodes including the master, as indicated by 
Figure 12. The improvement is larger at higher velocities 
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because of a better match between FEC and error patterns. 
The in-fade period decreases and the rate of fades increases 
with velocity though the SNR is constant. The improvement 
is even larger for the master, since more control packets are 
involved. 

This difference in the packet-error rates between packets 
sent by the master and by other participant nodes is quite 
noticeable. Since we selected to not account for collisions, 
higher master error rates are not due to the larger probability 
of its packets to collide with PU packets caused by the roll-
call protocol asymmetry between a master and participant 
nodes, but are simply due to the conditional error probability 
based on the protocol asymmetry. Packets from a participant 
node are sent to the master only if the appropriate control 
packet from the master is received correctly, since we ignore 
bit streams after an incorrectly received master control 
packet that contains the master reception report concerning 
the last transmission made by a particular  participant node. 
Consequently, the master reception report on participant 
node packets is sent on the master-to-participant feedback 
channel until it finally reaches the concerned participant 
node without error. The participant node does nothing but 
wait. For data packets sent by the master the scenario is 
different. The participant-to-master feedback channel for the 
reception report concerning master packets does not have 
this error-free property because each participant node 
transmits only when it has correctly received an invitation to 
send data. 

 

Figure 12.  Master’s and PUs’ information packet-error rates for two values 

of t. 

Despite relatively high average SNR, we observe that the 
effective rate of correctly transmitted packets drops 
dramatically as the velocity of communicating nodes 
increases. The fade rate increases with the velocity while the 
infade interval is shorter. As the SNR decreases the fade rate 
increases, but, with longer infade intervals. Both cause an 
increase in the probability of packet errors on the channel.  

K. Summary of the simulation observations 

Using mean-value analysis would have precluded 
noticing the effects of this decrease of effective channel 
capacity or increase of packet error rate with an increase in 
relative velocity between all participating nodes. The same is 

expected for performance analysis of distributed algorithms 
based on mean-value analysis; parametric empirical models 
will enable an analyst to visualize the effect of some 
tradeoffs. 

The selected SNR, packet lengths and protocol overhead 
illustrate that if the design were based only on mean-value 
analysis, the resulting system would be insufficient to fulfill 
expected/user operational requirements. Although the 
effective channel capacity is generally adequate at negligible 
velocities, the effective channel capacity drops and becomes 
too small for practical use at relative velocities (ΔV) above 
100 km/h. In air-to-air scenarios relative velocities may 
greatly exceed this range; supersonic speeds often exceed 
330 m/s or 1200 km/h.  

As the packet error rate increases, the power of the 
transmitter needs to be increased by a much greater factor to 
maintain the effective channel capacity and error rate. 
Typical area-coverage requirements, spectrum management, 
cost and technology constraints impose on designers the 
selection of alternatives that combine better modulation, 
error-control techniques, coding and baseband signal 
spreading. 

In essence, the research results presented here above 
encapsulate a particular desirable operational parameter 
space for software defined radios.  

X. CONSIDERATIONS 

While the results presented here above address technical 
and scientific aspects of software defined radios, it is hoped 
that perhaps non-technical audiences find confidence in these 
results for situation aware development, deployment and 
coordinated interoperable equipment. In layman terms 
therefore, the solutions supported by the above analysis 
amounts to situation adaptable radios. 

While costs for tactical operations/scenarios, 
preparedness exercises and border patrol can be justified in 
individual jurisdiction (Canada, NORAD), global solutions 
(NORAD, NATO) can be hard to justify. However, 
multinational corporations, such as SpaceX and OneWeb 
(new consortium), without excluding Telesat, are welcome 
intermediaries particularly in shared fate scenarios: 

 Extending the reach of general peaceful operation of 
internet services to communities in the North remains 
dominated by commercial factors heavily influenced by 
population densities and the vast distances between/to 
Northern communities. 

 While not fully sufficient for tactical/border 
patrol/emergency response/SAR and related preparedness 
exercises, GEO, MEO and HEO can and do support 
environmental monitoring and alerting, transactional 
banking, some provision for remote medicine virtual visits, 
triage and escalation, while perhaps insufficient for 
emergency response. 

 While typical cellular communications enjoyed in 
Canadian metropolitan areas may not be available in the 
North, cellular mobile communications including mobile 
computing can be employed temporarily in the North in 
support of preparedness exercises, patrol operations and 
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prolonged emergencies by employing cellular tower 
equivalent equipment on airborne platforms including, but 
not limited to: patrol/SAR recon planes, aerostats (tethered 
or untethered), dirigibles and particularly on UAS. 

 The results presented here particularly show sufficient 
support for mobile computing in the North via UAS 
gateways, which when used with the existing terrestrial 
infrastructure can incorporate, reuse and extend reach. Use of 
IUASLs can flexibly extend reach further and beyond 
geographic limitations, at least temporarily (tourist season, 
shipping season in the Northern Passage as the North 
Passage becomes more available both due to manmade 
advances and/or climate change without excluding broader 
uses) as well in justifying communication infrastructure 
build-out in the North. 

 UAS can be further used based on the results 
presented here for interoperability as a middle relay layer 
between LEO satellites and terrestrial infrastructure via 
software defined radios, which account for high relative 
velocities between airborne UAS and LEO satellites in outer 
space. Essentially, by accounting for high Δv, UAS-to-UAS 
links become substantially equivalent to UAS-to-LEO links 
for the duration during which a particular LEO satellite is in 
direct line of sight of a UAS not unlike a cellular mobile set 
moving within a cell served by a cell tower. Both mobile 
computing node-to-UAS and UAS-to-LEO radios need to 
account for corresponding Δv Doppler shifts/fading in 
similar ways although it is understood that the radios on 
UAS serving terrestrial mobile communications below are 
configured differently than the radios enabling space 
communications above the UAS gateways with LEO 
satellites. 

 Use of phased antenna arrays is promising not only in 
ground-to-UAS and particularly in direct ground-to-LEO 
communications to address environmental conditions in the 
North deleterious to antenna tracking to point to UAS/LEO 
satellites, but also in simplified UAS designs to handover 
UAS-to-LEO radio communication channels between UAS 
space pointing spot beams. 

 While low altitude UAS gateway deployments can be 
susceptible to high winds, the treatise presented here shows 
balancing gains from reduced precipitation related signal 
degradation typically plaguing more southern radio 
communication infrastructure where precipitation is more 
abundant. Certainly, these results permit selection of UAS 
operating altitude and therefore retaining interoperability 
with legacy equipment. 

Services provisioned with appropriate parameters and 
hardware anticipating improvements in coverage, resilience, 
redundancy, dependability, data rate and low latency include:  

 fixed installations like CFS Alert, NWS radar 
networks, and Forward Operating Bases (FOBs); 

 mobiles near fixed installations, airborne or tower 
gateways or their communication relays; 

 short term deployed personnel and platforms for 
military exercises and operations, emergency operations; and 

 off-grid communities of Northern Canada. 

Also, there is a need to investigate how Canada could 
protect space and terrestrial network installation assets. 

Satellite transmissions are more susceptible to radiation, 
jamming and atmospheric disturbances than FOC and over-
the-horizon HFGW transmissions. HFGW at 20 to 30 MHz 
is expected to provide reliable medium throughput for 
terrestrial communications [5]. FOC offers high throughput 
and low latency, is commonly deployed around the world 
and is expanding in Northern Canada [50][51]. However, 
FOC and HFGW do not offer the area coverage of LEO 
satellites.  

While national direct investment into LEO full 
constellation deployment remains hard to justify as each of 
large numbers of LEO satellites spend such a little time over 
any particular geographic area, the results presented here 
point to promising and accountable research and 
development investments. 

Further research in mobile computing must be conducted 
to optimize the sharing of fast-aging data over radio 
networks (including satellites) used in planning operations 
critical to our communities, including search and rescue, ice-
storm or flood evacuation, etc. Solutions to these problems 
must be global so that the various organizations involved in 
such operations—local, national and international—can 
respond to the needs of the threatened population promptly 
and cost effectively. 

It is self-evident that the move from GEO satellite 
supported communications to LEO satellite supported 
communications is a paradigm shift in which: 

 Extremely few purpose built, highly redundancy 
designed, long term operational life expectancy of GEO 
satellites using long term high cost development cycles are 
subject to catastrophic failures. 

 Extremely large numbers of LEO satellites are built as 
generic as possible to serve multiple jurisdictions compliant 
with multiple jurisdictional standards, via software defined 
radios, for term operation following short term agile 
development cycles where redundancy is provided by sheer 
numbers of LEO satellites. 

While redundancy has not been explicitly discussed in 
the technical development in this paper, it bears mentioning 
that just as the Iridium system makes use of passive pre-
deployed Iridium satellite spares, LEO constellations rely on 
the use of LEO satellite spares. In SpaceX’s case, SpaceX’s 
quick low cost turnaround of reusable rocket stages 
demonstrated just recently, the LEO satellite spares do not 
have to all be deployed, but a few. The paradigm shift 
extends from previous hand manufacturing and assembly of 
GEO satellites to assembly line manufactured LEO satellites 
and therefore to ‘relatively abundant’ supply of LEO satellite 
spares. 

Perhaps, beyond the focus of this paper, LEO satellite 
spares can be very interesting, both the large number of 
space deployed spares and on the ground LEO satellite 
spares awaiting launch. Certainly, it can be appreciated that 
due to low life time expectancy of space deployed LEO 
satellites, stand-by LEO satellite spares are wasted leaving 
one to ponder uses for active LEO satellite spares. While 
certainly, LEO satellite spares are required by the operator to 
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protect investment for commercial ends alone, what is the 
value of an active LEO satellite spare orbiting over a 
jurisdiction experiencing a disaster? What is the value of 
such an active LEO satellite spare for public safety? What is 
the value of such an active LEO satellite spare in SAR 
situations regardless of geopolitical borders? 

Equally relevant to immediately related fields, what 
provisions related to the activation of LEO satellite spares 
can be made in communication license approvals for LEO 
constellations? Would investment into LEO constellation 
operations be more palatable, as accountable, for example as 
insurance premium advance payments equivalent to a rocket 
launch for 10 to 60 replacement LEO satellites to relieve 
bandwidth commandeered during extended emergencies? In 
spite of OneWeb’s recent financial troubles, this paradigm 
shift has made these questions possible. 

While the treatise presented here cannot definitely solve 
all communications shortcomings in the North equally in all 
situations and in all scenario, UAS gateways are proposed as 
a middle layer for ground-to-air and air-to-air mobile 
communication nodes. The obvious question is what is the 
development and deployment cost and the time horizon of 
such UAS gateways? The developments presented here show 
an overlap interoperable not only with legacy equipment 
while bridging in LEO satellite radio communications in 
which UAS gateways are no different in radio transmission 
terms than a LEO satellite constellation layer except for 
being airborne under. Perhaps another aspect of the paradigm 
shift in the production of LEO satellites can be appreciated, 
the assembly line manufacturing can, and often does, 
produce satellites unfit for space launch due to 
manufacturing shortcomings of space operational essential 
components (punctured fuel tanks etc.) making such 
hardware available for integration into UAS where space 
essential components are completely unneeded. With this in 
mind perhaps investment into multinational LEO satellite 
development and constellation operations can be justified 
through national acquisition of select such LEO satellite 
production fractions, at least for research and co-
development of UAS gateways. 

Aside from tactical considerations supported in this 
paper, success of LEO satellite enabled communications can 
more comprehensively address remote medicine delivery in 
the North including emergency response, perhaps remote 
surgery. As this paper is being submitted, the implications 
presented herein are not just thinkable; SpaceX is gathering 
private interest in LEO internet testing direct to ground. 

XI. CONCLUSION 

This article addressed some difficult remaining 
challenges after many years of communications systems 
research and development for the North. Findings address 
DND/CAF challenges to improving capabilities required by 
future assured communications demands from expected 
developments in the Arctic and for NORAD operations. 

Selected options to improve communications in off-grid 
areas, more specifically in the North, are expected to provide 
timely improved shared situational awareness in support of 
operations where it is currently not well provided, or not 

available. Such solutions would be revolutionary for our 
Defense and Security (D&S) capabilities and would 
progressively provide significant advantages to coalition 
forces and when CAF operates in collaboration with other 
Canadian departments including PS and local police in the 
most demanding emergency and disaster situations. 

In the North, if low latency communications are critical 
for applications or operation objectives, GEO, MEO and 
HEO satellite systems are insufficient. The least expensive 
communications systems with low latency in the North 
should include microwave links, FOC, UAS and LEO 
systems to ensure fast deployment and access to a large 
majority of participants in most pressing situations. UAS 
offers rapid deployment capability on demand in response to 
PS and CAF situations. LEO/UAS hybrid systems could 
most definitely extend capabilities of available legacy 
infrastructure with microwave link and FOC terrestrial 
infrastructure ensuring connectivity with existing Northern 
networks and users. 

As supported by the results presented here, for moving 
computing platforms (LEO, UAS, end user vehicle), system 
designers would have to consider appropriate protocols to 
match end user requirements for operations. Inevitably, a 
balance in processing gain, FEC and error control will need 
to be estimated to match the expected Doppler shift, 
minimum and maximum relative speed, fast change of in 
path length affecting free space path loss and atmospheric 
effects, slow and fast fading, and frequent handovers 
required. 

Overall, the most significant finding is that the advent of 
low-cost high-performance LEO satellite systems, in 
conjunction with UAS, can substantially improve 
communications in the North supporting sustained research 
and development investment. 
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Abstract—Nonverbal communication plays an important role in 
social interaction. Mirroring, an action that mimics the 
nonverbal behavior patterns of their interaction partners, 
captures the attention of the Human-Computer Interaction 
(HCI) community. This action can help building rapport with 
others by making communication more effective and reflective. 
This study proposes a computer vision-based system that detects 
mirroring and analyzes the time lag during a face-to-face 
communication. Our approach consists of the following steps: 
(1) human pose estimation; (2) hand gestures quantization; (3) 
action detection based on Dynamic Time Warping (DTW); (4) 
estimation of mirroring time lag based on the cross-correlation. 
For this study, we recorded twenty face-to-face communication 
scenes using an omni-directional video camera with and without 
mirroring performed by the imitator. Results show that the 
DTW was able to detect actions having distinct gestures, 
whereas the cross-correlation was able to estimate the time lags 
for reactive mimicry of the imitator during the conversation. 

Keywords- mirroring communication; nonverbal communication; 
human pose estimation; DTW; cross-correlation. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

To improve communication skill, it is important to pay 
attention to eye contact, gestures, postures, body movements, 
and voice tones. These nonverbal actions can provide clues, 
additional information, and meaning in addition to verbal 
communication. Moreover, using these actions that reflect the 
behavior of the talking partner can help to create a strong 
connection with both side during the conversation. These 
techniques are called nonverbal mirroring. This study extends 
our previous research on analysis of communication mirroring 
using vision cameras [1]. Nonverbal mirroring during face-to-
face communication can be used to show empathy and 
positive reaction to counterparts. Nonverbal behavioral 
mimicry can occur with little or no awareness but can occur 
during more than 30% of a given interaction [2]. More 
specifically, nonverbal mirroring can be distinguished from 
imitation behavior, which is an event in which two people act 
the same regardless of timing, and complementary behavior, 
which is an event in which two people act differently [3].  In 
this paper, we limited the scope of nonverbal mirroring to 
imitation behavior. The results of this study will complement 
studies on mirroring facial expressions in the generation of 
rapport scales. 

The areas of the human brain that are activated by 
observation and execution of the same actions are called the 
“mirror neuron system.” Functional Magnetic Resonance 
Imaging (fMRI) of frontal and parietal regions of the brain 
indicated that these regions are most consistently involved 
during mirroring [4]. For actions that are considered mirroring, 
each action taken by a partner are reciprocated by the 
coordinated manner with time lags. Studies have been 
conducted to define the time lag before mirroring occurs. Hale 
et al. (2020) suggested that 400-1,000ms is a plausible time 
range for reactive mirroring in a natural conversation [3]. 
However, mirroring might happen on a longer timescale, 2-
10s [5] or 7s [6] at most. 

Traditionally, measuring nonverbal mirroring had to be 
done manually by annotating of characteristic gestures of the 
subject and similar gestures of the counterpart from recorded 
videos of face-to-face communication. The resulting 
repetitive behavior, its duration, and response latency are 
quantized and used for further analysis, such as rapport-based 
behavior analysis [7]. BECO2, an integrated behavioral 
coding system, is widely used in Japanese universities to train 
students about behavior coding [8]. The system allows 
observers to record and analyze the occurrence and duration 
of actions by pressing the keyboard keys corresponding to 
each category. Because there is a lot of ambiguity in 
judgments of specific actions, observers tend to make 
inconsistent judgments, which reduces the quality of 
measurements. 

The analysis of nonverbal mirroring has been studied for 
some time, but little research has been done on how to 
automate the analysis as an alternative to manual coding. To 
date, there is no practical software application program that 
can automatically detect mirroring from a video of face-to-
face communication and calculate the time difference until the 
mirroring occurs. Speech and video processing technologies 
may contribute to the efficient analysis of conversational 
scenes. On the one hand, speech processing can reveal 
nonverbal behaviors such as speech, stress acts, and speech 
rate based on speech signals [9], but on the other hand, video 
processing can measure facial information and gestures [10]. 

Since mirroring is a complex phenomenon [11], we made 
a first attempt to build a framework which quantify gestures 
from a video of face-to-face communication in order to 
automatically detect the presence of mirroring [1]. In this 
paper, we further enhance the framework by improving 
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gesture detection and adding the ability to estimate the overall 
time lag of the detected mirroring. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II 
presents related research on behavioral coding and gesture 
analysis using computer vision techniques. Section III 
introduces the proposed framework for analyzing the presence 
of communication mirroring. Section IV describes the results. 
Finally, Section V presents our concluding remarks.

II. RELATED WORK

The development of automatic mirroring detection 
involves building the mimicry dataset. MAHNOB is a public 
mimicry dataset consisting of a collection of multisensory 
audiovisual recordings of fully synchronized naturalistic 
dyadic interactions. The recordings were made under 
controlled laboratory conditions using 15 cameras and three 
microphones to obtain the most favorable conditions possible 
for analyzing the observed behavior [12]. Bilakhia et al. 
(2015) applied classifiers such as cross-correlation, 

generalized time warping, and Long Short-Term Memory 
Recurrent Neural Network (LSTM-RNN) to face and head 
movement data in the MAHNOB dataset [13]. However, the 
mirroring detection performance of these classifiers was poor, 
suggesting that more advanced learning methods are needed 
to deal with the variability in the dataset.

Some studies have attempted to detect mirroring using 
special cameras. Terven et al. (2015) introduced mirroring 
detection based on head-gestures using computer vision-based 
wearable devices [14]. A camera embedded in the wearable 
device was used to detect facial features of the partner during 
a face-to-face communication. Hidden Markov Models 
(HMMs) was used to recognize similar head-gestures. 
However, the mirroring detection performance was affected 
by the amount of head-gestures that occur in each data case.
Jaana et al. (2014) developed an automated behavioral
analysis system using a single omnidirectional camera. This 
system analyzed facial expressions, head nods, utterances 
based on facial features extracted from the camera [10]. While 
the system is not specifically designed to detect mirroring, it 
opens a way to simplify the video recording process during 
face-to-face communication by using an omnidirectional 
camera to analyze all participants in a conversation.

Body movements can be automatically accessed using 
computer vision-based methods, such as Motion Energy 
Analysis (MEA) [15] and OpenPose [16]. MEA measures 
motion by counting color changes in successive frames within 
a predefined region of interest, whereas OpenPose measures 
key points on the human body, hands, face and feet. 
Schoenherr et al. (2019) evaluated the performance of various 
time series analysis methods on nonverbal synchronous data 
quantified by MEA [17]. Schneider et al. (2019) proposed a 
gesture recognition system [18] using human posture obtained 
from a single camera using OpenPose. This system combined 
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) and One-Nearest-Neighbor 
classifier to classify the time series data.

Figure 1. Experimental setting.

Figure 2. Face-to-face communication captured in a panoramic image 
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III. ANALYSIS OF NONVERBAL MIRRORING COMMUNICATION

We propose a method to automatically analyze nonverbal 
mirroring communication from the recorded movements of 
pairs of participants (dyads): a subject and an experimenter.
Our method uses DTW to detect and classify characteristic 
movements and uses cross-correlation to estimate the overall 
time lag of mirroring movements during a conversation. Here, 
we chose to focus on hand-gesture data only, based on a pilot 
study that revealed stronger similarities between the dyads 
than whole-body posture data.

A. Participants

46 students (25 males and 21 females) who have had part-
time work experience in multiple faculties at Iwate Prefectural 
University were interviewed for approximately 5 minutes. 
The experimenter was a student in the same grade as the 
subjects and had been fully trained in behavioral mirroring. 
Subjects, who were not normally close to the experimenter, 
were recruited through the snowball sampling method.

(a) Mirroring (Group A)

(b) Without Mirroring (Group B)

Figure 3. An example of Wrist data for Group A and B.
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During the interview, the subjects were asked about their 
work experience. The experimenter intentionally mirrored 25 
subjects (14 males and 11 females) and did not mirror the 
remaining 21 subjects (11 males and 10 females). Hereinafter, 
we refer to the former as Group A and the latter as Group B. 
This division was done randomly. Six subjects who did not 
perform the hand gestures were excluded from the analysis. 
Finally, a total of 40 conversations, 20 in group A (10 males 
and 10 females) and 20 in group B (11 males and 9 females), 
were included in the analysis.

B. Laboratory Setup

Two chairs were set up in the room facing each other for 
the subjects and the experimenter, as shown in Figure 1. To 
simplify the video recording process, an omnidirectional 
camera (Ricoh Theta S) [19] was placed between the 
experimenter and the subject, and video recording was 
performed at 30 Hz. Subjects were seated after completing the 
informed consent form. Subjects and experimenters were 
given a clipboard to take the necessary notes on. The 
interviews were conducted while holding this clipboard. This 
clipboard restricted the subject's hand gestures and allowed us 
to efficiently extract only those gestures that are important for 

communication mirroring. The subject was expected to 
generate hand gestures with one hand while holding the 
clipboard in the other hand, or to generate hand gestures with 
both hands by placing the clipboard on his or her lap.

C. Pre-processing

1) Panoramic Image Projection
Ricoh Theta S generates two fisheye images to represent 

a 360° image. We merged and warped these images to 
produce a panoramic image, as shown in Figure 2, which 
allows the experimenter and the subject in the image to be 
seen from the front. The panoramic image is presented as a 
rectangular image of a 360° image. No special effort was 
made to produce this image. Everything was done using the 
built-in Ricoh utility program.

2) Quantitation of Hand Gestures
OpenPose with the 18-keypoint Coco body model was 

used to estimate the body posture of the dyads. For the purpose 
of this paper, only the positional information of the wrist joint 
is extracted from the body posture. The pixel coordinates of 
each joint were calculated from the panoramic images and 
these coordinates were normalized with the neck joint as the 

Figure 4. The Graphical User Interface (GUI) created to facilitate the selection and visualization of the training dataset in this study.
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origin. We quantified the wrist data as follows. Let 
𝑊 (𝑥 , 𝑦 , 𝑥 , 𝑦 ) represents coordinates of both wrists at nth 
frame, wrist data at this frame is calculated by 

𝑊𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑡 =  ‖𝑊 ‖ = 𝑥 + 𝑦 + 𝑥 + 𝑦   .  (1) 

Equation (1) reduces the dimensionality of the data at both 
wrists, but our preliminary results show that this data 
transformation can eliminate ambiguous gestures that do not 
correspond to mirroring. 

In this study, we use wrist time series data to represent 
the gesture. Figure 3 shows an example of wrist data for 
Group A and B, measured in this study.  These figures show 
that the variability of the dyads' wrist data was similar in 
Group A, but not in Group B. Here, we did not limit the 
duration of the interviews, which resulted in different frame 
lengths of the wrist data measured in each interview. 

3) Building Training Dataset for DTW 
Given that natural mirroring does not require a faithful 

reproduction of the opponent's hand gestures, we defined two 
classes of hand gestures based on their movement 
characteristics. We considered that highly variable gestures 
are subject to mirroring and less variable gestures are not. 
Hereinafter, we refer to them as class 1 and class 2, 
respectively.  

A Graphical User Interface (GUI) was created to facilitate 
the selection and visualization of wrist data ranges for 
building training dataset, as shown in Figure 4. The slider can 
be used to determine the onset and offset of each gesture. In 
addition, when the slider is moved, the frame and the posture 
of both persons corresponding to the slider are displayed in 

real time. Training data individually selected from subjects 
and experimenters are drawn in a timeline. The vertical lines 
connecting the subject and the experimenter indicates that the 
subject's gestures are mirrored.  

One of the most difficult aspects of creating a training 
dataset is to define the number of classes of gestures in the 
dataset. After reviewing all recorded videos, none of the 
subjects generated two-handed gestures with the clipboard on 
their lap. When generating a gesture, the subject always holds 
the clipboard with one hand. Interestingly, when the gesture 
was not generated, the subject continued to hold the clipboard 
with both hands. Based on these observations, we classified 
the subjects' gestures into two classes. 

Figure 5 shows the wrist data, describing the class 1 and 
class 2 hand gestures created from the dyads, respectively. 
Each class contains three time series data. In class 1, the 

 

(a) Subject (b) Experimenter 

Figure 5. Two classes of gestures created from dyads for this study. 
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TABLE I. LIKELIHOOD BETWEEN GESTURES OF THE SUBJECT AND 
THE EXPERIMENTER. 

NO. 
CLASS 
LABEL 

(SUBJECT) 

 PREDICTED CLASS 
LABEL 

(EXPERIMENTER) 

MAXIMUM 
LIKELIHOOD 

1. 1  1 0.599 

2. 1  1 0.714 

3. 1  1 0.716 

4. 2  2 0.912 

5. 2  2 0.765 

6. 2  2 0.766 
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moment the hand leaves the clipboard was determined to be 
onset, and the moment the hand returns to the clipboard is to 
be offset. On the other hand, in the class 2, the onset and offset 
were determined when the clipboard is held in both hands for 
a period. 

The gestures of the experimenter are relatively shorter 
than those of the subjects. This can be interpreted as a result 
of the experimenter confirming the subject's gesture and then 
simply imitating the gesture.  

4) Detection 
We performed DTW using the Gesture Recognition 

Toolkit (GRT) of Gillian and Paradiso (2012) [20] and 
applied maximum likelihood from the warping distance to 
estimate similarity to the training data. Table I shows the 
likelihood between gestures of the dyads shown in Figure 5. 
This data was normalized before it was inputted into the GRT. 
The DTW was able to correctly match the same gesture 
between the dyads, even though the length of the subject's 
gesture is different from the length of the experimenter's 
gesture. Although more gesture training data would be 
desirable, this study focuses on a basic analysis of the extent 
to which the simplest gestures can be used to detect what 
appears to be mirroring. 

In this study, we used the average length of the training 
data frame as the maximum warp amount during the 

calculation of DTW. We considered that this DTW’s window 
width is sufficient for our purpose.  

5) Cross-correlation 
Cross-correlation is useful for aligning two time series, 

one of which is lagged relative to the other, since its peak 
occurs at the lag where the two time series are most correlated. 
Cross-correlation 𝜌 at delay 𝑑 between the subject’s and the 
examiner’s hand gestures is define as 

𝜌(𝑑) = 
∑ {( ̅)( )}

∑ ( ̅)  ∑ ( )

  (2) 

Here,  𝑥  and 𝑦  are series of the subject’s and the 
examiner’s hand gestures, respectively. �̅�  and 𝑦  represents 
means of  𝑥  and 𝑦 . 

Following [3] and [5], we assume that the mirroring occurs 
at around 0.4-7s.  In other words, if a time lag longer than 7s 
is calculated, it means that no mirroring has occurred in the 
data. From this perspective, cross-correlation can be the 
easiest way to determine the presence or absence of mirroring. 

TABLE II. RESULTS OF CROSS-CORRELATION ANALYSIS FOR 20 
MIRRORED CONVERSATIONS IN THIS STUDY 

NO. 
TIME LAGS MAXIMUM 

CORRELATION 
CRITICAL 
VALUE FRAME TIME (S) 

1. -79     -2.6     0.476 0.027 

2. -60     -2.0     0.725 0.021 

3. -47     -1.6     0.287 0.029 

4. -67     -2.2     0.433 0.030 

5. -68      -2.3     0.174 0.025 

6. -38     -1.3     0.419 0.023 

7. -147     -4.9     0.715 0.020 

8. -83     -2.8     0.301 0.033 

9. -72     -2.4     0.298 0.029 

10. -97     -3.2     0.489 0.018 

11. -110     -3.7     0.731 0.016 

12. -62     -2.1     0.737 0.023 

13. -21     -0.7     0.315 0.022 

14. -55     -1.8     0.877 0.033 

15. -49     -1.6     0.669 0.017 

16. -481     -16.0     0.639 0.021 

17. -812     -27.1    0.257 0.032 

18. 933     31.1    0.312 0.030 

19. 433     14.4    0.156 0.021 

20. 1,279     42.6    0.289 0.031 

TABLE III. RESULTS OF CROSS-CORRELATION ANALYSIS FOR 20 NON-
MIRRORED CONVERSATIONS IN THIS STUDY 

NO. 
TIME LAGS MAXIMUM 

CORRELATION 
CRITICAL 
VALUE FRAME TIME (S) 

1. 12,271   409.0   0.284 0.050 

2. -2,736   -91.2   0.215 0.037 

3. 475   15.8   0.686 0.040 

4. 1,483   49.4   0.425 0.033 

5. 689    23.0   0.241 0.032 

6. 219    7.3   0.203 0.032 

7. 230    7.7   0.340 0.024 

8. -751    -25.0   0.245 0.033 

9. 41   1.4   0.513 0.035 

10. -1,802    -60.1   0.335 0.041 

11. 1,505   50.2   0.257 0.030 

12. 662    22.1   0.244 0.021 

13. 1,032    34.4   0.197 0.023 

14. -2,027    -67.6   0.147 0.034 

15. 2,777    92.6   0.160 0.024 

16. 1,025    34.2   0.235 0.025 

17. 4,210    140.3   0.265 0.077 

18. -5    -0.2    0.325 0.027 

19. -107    -3.6    0.474 0.035 

20. -219    -7.3   0.244 0.027 
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IV. RESULTS

A. Mirroring Analysis

For automatic detection of two classes, we used only 
training data collected from subjects, as shown in Figure 5(a). 
The experimenter's gestures described in the previous section 
were only for validating the subject's gestures. The behaviors 
of subjects and experimenters corresponding to each class 
were collected and presented in a time series of the input data.

Cross-correlations were calculated for the subject's and 
experimenter's wrist data. Here, we normalized the values of 
the cross-correlation to take values from -1 to +1. The 

maximum value of the cross-correlation function indicates the 
point in time where the data are most aligned (delay time).

Figure 6 shows the results of the detection and cross-
correlation of the two classes in the two interview scenes. The 
top of the figure shows the raw data of the dyads’ wrist
movements. The experimenter's data were then shifted based 
on the time lag between dyads as measured by cross-
correlation. To make the shifted data easier to observe, the 
shifted data was moved upward. The gray arrows indicate 
some of the areas where the subject's wrist data and the shifted 
experimenter's wrist data are similar. The bottom row of the 
figure shows two classes of detection from the dyads’ wrist 

(a) Data #1

(b) Data #8

Figure 6. Detection and cross-correlation of the two classes in the two mirrored conversations.
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data. Red points represent class 1 detections for the subject, 
whereas blue points for the experimenter. Given that these 
detected gestures have similar features, it is likely that these 
blue dots mirror the red dots. As can be seen from the figure, 
the number of class 1 detections of the subjects was higher 
than that of the experimenters. It is a reasonable result since 
the incidence of the mirrored gestures should not exceed the 
mirrored target. It should also be noted that the class 1 
behaviors detected from the experimenter occurred after the 
same class of behaviors detected from the subjects. Green dots 
represent class 2 detections of the dyads. Gestures that could 
not be classified as class 1 were classified as class 2, resulting 
in a higher frequency of class 2 detections. In this mirroring 
analysis, we did not target class 2, which has few variable 
gestures, so we integrated the resulting detections of class 2 of 
the dyads, as shown in Figure 6.

Table II shows results of cross-correlation analysis for 20 
mirrored conversations in this study. In the first 15 
conversations, we found that the experimenter's wrist data are 
delayed between 0.7-4.9s than the subject's wrist data. 
However, the remaining five conversations measured a time 
lag that did not meet the mirroring condition (numbers in 
italic). These are partly due to the inability of the experimenter 
to mirror the subject properly during conversations, but also 
due to the increased variation in behavior, such as having a 
drink during a conversation. Figure 7 shows that the 

measurement delay of conversation #16 can be corrected from 
481 frames (16s) to 70 frames (2.3s) by trimming a portion of 
the data.

Table III shows results of cross-correlation analysis for 20 
non-mirrored conversations in this study. In the first 17 
conversations, the measured time lag showed that no 
mirroring occurred during the conversation. However, the 
time lag in the remaining three conversation scenes suggests 
that mirroring behavior occurred (numbers in italic). Figure 8 
shows that similar patterns between the dyads in conversation 
#18 and #19. This implies that the experimenter may 
unconsciously engage in mirroring behavior.

B. Perceived Empathy

Perceived empathy was measured using the 16-item
empathy understanding subscale of the Barrett-Lennard
Relationship Inventory (BLRI) [21]. All items in the 
perceived empathy assessment were scored on a six-point 
Likert scale, with 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = 
slightly disagree, 4 = slightly agree, 5 = agree, and 6 = strongly 
agree. Higher scores represented more empathy perceived by 
subjects. Cronbach’s coefficient alpha is 0.81, indicating high 
reliability. 

Figure 7. Refinement of the cross-correlation result by data trimming (data #16). 
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To evaluate whether there was a difference in the mean 
score on the perceived empathy scale by gender and the 
presence of mirroring, we conducted a two-factor analysis of 
variance. The means and standard deviations are shown in 
Table IV. The results showed a significant main effect on the 
gender factor (F(1, 36) = 8.04, p < 0.5), but not on the presence 
of mirroring factor ( F(1, 36) = 0.72, n.s.). No significant 
interactions were observed (F(1, 36) = 0.01, n.s.). The present 
results indicate that female subjects were more emphatic with 
and without mirroring during the interview. To promote 
empathy by mirroring communication, a longer interview than 
the present experiment would be necessary. 

C. Debriefing 

Once the interview was completed, the experimenter 
provided the subject with accurate and pertinent information 
about the nature of this experiment. During the debriefing 

process, subjects are informed about what the hypothesis for 
the experiment was as well. 

After the debriefing, the 20 subjects who had been 
mirrored were asked if they noticed that they were being 
mirrored or if they felt that the conversation was unnatural. 
Six subjects said that they noticed that they were being 
mirrored. They were aware of being mirrored because they 
were already knowledgeable about mirroring. All 20 subjects 
did not find it unnatural to be mirrored. In this short interview, 
the recorded video shows that there is almost no pause in the 
conversation between the two parties, with the subject actively 
answering the experimenter's questions. This may explain 
why the subjects did not feel unnatural in their conversations. 

 

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Many studies have been done to automatically detect 
mirroring during conversations, but to the best of our 
knowledge, it has not reached a practical level [13][14][22]. 
In order to automatically detect mirroring behavior during 
conversations, we attempted to make the gestures on the dyads 
as simple as possible. Having the subjects hold the clipboard 
during the conversation was effective in limiting their hand 
gestures. This allowed the experimenter to properly imitate 
the subjects' gestures. 

 
(a) Data #18 

 
(b) Data #19 

Figure 8. Similar patterns between the dyads in the non-mirroring conversations. 
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TABLE IV. MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE PERCEIVED 
EMPATHY SCORES 

GENDER WITH MIRRORING WITHOUT MIRRORING 

MALE 4.37 (0.52) 4.23 (0.49) 

FEMALE 4.77 (0.48) 4.65 (0.37) 
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The DTW and cross-correlations used in this study are 
commonly used in time series data analysis. In general, a 
mimic gesture is one in which the performer tries to mimic the 
actions of the other person as accurately as possible. However, 
there is a difference between similar behaviors perceived by 
humans and similar behaviors seen from sensor information. 
For this reason, we successfully identified distinct gestures 
using DTW without being too obsessed with small 
movements by making the information of the hand gestures 
one-dimensional using the L2 norm. On the other hand, cross-
correlation analysis successfully estimated the time lag of 
mirroring behavior in conversations. Interestingly, cross-
correlation analysis was able to detect the unintended 
mirroring even if the experimenter did not intend to mirror the 
subject. 

Nonverbal mirroring communication helps to create a 
strong connection between the two parties during a 
conversation, but in the present experiment, subjects' empathy 
levels were not significant with or without mirroring 
communication. A longer interview than the present 
experiment would be necessary to promote empathy through 
mirrored communication. 

Finally, since the observed data contain a lot of noise, 
removing the noise can improve the accuracy of the analysis. 
The mirroring time lag can be properly determined by 
trimming a portion of the data, as in this study. 
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